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 Abstract 
This thesis investigates the semantic analysis of the human behaviour captured by video 
streaming, both from the theoretical and technological points of view. The video analysis 
based on the semantic content is in fact still an open issue for the computer vision research 
community, especially when real-time analysis of complex scenes is concerned. 
Automated video analysis can be described and performed at different abstraction 
levels, from the pixel analysis up to the human behaviour understanding. Similarly, the 
organisation of computer vision systems is often hierarchical with low-level image 
processing techniques feeding into tracking algorithms and, then, into higher level scene 
analysis and/or behaviour analysis modules. Each level of this hierarchy has its open 
issues, among which the main ones are: 
 motion and object detection: dynamic background modelling, ghosts, suddenly 
changes in illumination conditions; 
 object tracking: modelling and estimating the dynamics of moving objects, 
presence of occlusions; 
 human behaviour identification: human behaviour patterns are characterized by 
ambiguity, inconsistency and time-variance. 
Researchers proposed various approaches which partially address some aspects of the 
above issues from the perspective of the semantic analysis and understanding of the video 
streaming. Many progresses were achieved, but usually not in a comprehensive way and 
often without reference to the actual operating situations. A popular class of approaches 
has been devised to enhance the quality of the semantic analysis by exploiting some 
background knowledge about scene and/or the human behaviour, thus narrowing the huge 
variety of possible behavioural patterns by focusing on a specific narrow domain.  
In general, the main drawback of the existing approaches to semantic analysis of the 
human behaviour, even in narrow domains, is inefficiency due to the high computational 
complexity related to the complex models representing the dynamics of the moving objects 
and the patterns of the human behaviours.  
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In this perspective this thesis explores an innovative, original approach to human 
behaviour analysis and understanding by using the syntactical symbolic analysis of images 
and video streaming described by means of strings of symbols. A symbol is associated to 
each area of the analysed scene. When a moving object enters an area, the corresponding 
symbol is appended to the string describing the motion. This approach allows for 
characterizing the motion of a moving object with a word composed by symbols. By 
studying and classifying these words we can categorize and understand the various 
behaviours. The main advantage of this approach consists in the simplicity of the scene and 
motion descriptions so that the behaviour analysis will have limited computational 
complexity due to the intrinsic nature both of the representations and the related operations 
used to manipulate them. Besides, the structure of the representations is well suited for 
possible parallel processing, thus allowing for speeding up the analysis when appropriate 
hardware architectures are used.  
The theoretical background, the original theoretical results underlying this approach, the 
human behaviour analysis methodology, the possible implementations, and the related 
performance are presented and discussed in the thesis. To show the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach, a demonstrative system has been implemented and applied to a real 
indoor environment with valuable results. Furthermore, this thesis proposes an innovative 
method to improve the overall performance of the object tracking algorithm. This method 
is based on using two cameras to record the same scene from different point of view 
without introducing any constraint on cameras’ position. The image fusion task is 
performed by solving the correspondence problem only for few relevant points. This 
approach reduces the problem of partial occlusions in crowded scenes. Since this method 
works at a level lower than that of semantic analysis, it can be applied also in other systems 
for human behaviour analysis and it can be seen as an optional method to improve the 
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This thesis proposes a new methodology to automatically analyze human behaviour in 
narrow domains using video streaming. This chapter begins discussing the main 
technological innovations that are creating the premise to implement such kind of systems. 
Next, the principal application fields of these systems are briefly presented and then the 
main issues that the scientific community are facing to realize them are presented. Finally 




Aim of this thesis is to investigate, both from a theoretical and a technological point of 
view, the problem of human behaviour analysis in video streaming. From a psychological 
point of view, the general concept of “behaviour” is the reaction of human beings to a set 
of external and internal impulses. These impulses may be caused by very different sources, 
and only the combination of them can represent an objective explanation of the observed 
behaviour.  
In the latest years, information and communication technology (ICT) has had a strong 
improvement having significant influence on our every day life. The effects of the 
technological improvements in the fields of sensor manufacturing and communication 
networks are particularly relevant. For what concerns the latter, nowadays is the “Internet 
Age”. Millions of computers are connected among them, sharing data and hosting services 
for a large number of users living everywhere in the world. Furthermore, the network is 
becoming pervasive. Indeed, thanks to the spread of wireless networks it is possible to be 
“connected” everywhere also by means of devices which are different from the traditional 
PC (notebook, netbook, smartphone, etc.).  
For what concerns sensors, in these days there is a fast evolution toward smaller sensors 
and with increasing performance, e.g., in terms of precision, accuracy, and reliability. This 
has led to the development of a large number of applications. For example, nowadays the 
major part of videos and pictures are taken by using digital devices, while sensors and 
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actuators based on the Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology are the key 
elements of many applications for the modern smartphones. 
These factors have also enabled and booted the development of sensor networks that are 
able to monitor wide areas where human beings perform their activities. Studying data 
recorded by these sensor networks we can develop technologies and systems for high 
semantic level analysis of the human behaviour [1]. The aim of these technologies consists 
of defining a description of the human behaviour that can be used in recognition tasks. The 
analysis from a psychological point of view of the reasons that have determined a given 
behaviour is beyond the scope of these technologies. 
In the latest years, automatic human behaviour analysis has attracted the interest of the 
international scientific community. This strong interest is due to the many potential 
applications that such kind of systems can have. Essentially, these applications can be 
divided into three macro areas: 
 Surveillance. This application area has a relevant interest also due to the facts 
characterizing the history of the last decade. In particular, the aim of the 
applications in this area is monitoring and understanding human behaviour in 
public and crowded areas (such as streets, bus and train stations, airports, shopping 
malls, sport arenas, and museums). These applications can be used both for 
management (for example: evaluation of crowding in the monitored areas, human 
flow analysis, and detection of the congestion points) and security (for example: 
human behaviour analysis, activity recognition of individuals and groups, and 
detection of suspicious persons) [2]. 
 Control. In this area the researchers try to develop systems that are able to evaluate 
some human motion parameters (i.e. speed, gait) and/or the poses (i.e. the mutual 
position of the harms, or the position of the head) to control actions and/or 
operations [3]. One of the most important fields of application for these systems is 
the human-machine interaction. On the market there are some interesting uses as 
input devices for videogames. These devices use both video and inertial sensors to 
evaluate the player’s motion and understand his/her commands. 
 Analysis. Applications of human motion analysis are used in various fields, 
including: sports (as an aid for evaluating the techniques and the performance of the 
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athletes), and medicine (as an aid in the diagnosis of problems in human postures 
and in the orthopaedic rehabilitation) [4].  
The economic and social relevance of potential applications (especially the security, 
entertainment, and medical ones), the scientific complexity, the speed and price of current 
hardware intensified the effort within the scientific community towards automatic capture 
and analysis of human motion.  
In the literature, various approaches have been proposed to capture the human 
behaviour. Most of them use video sensors since these technologies are not invasive and 
rather cheap, as well as they produce good-quality data suited for being processed by 
means of inference techniques mimicking the human ones. Some authors proposed 
alternative approaches by using other kind of sensors, such as inertial sensors, audio 
sensors, presence detectors; unfortunately, these sensors (often installed in devices as 
“wearable sensors”) are characterised by some invasiveness and, therefore, can be used 
only in some specific control applications [5, 6]. Consequently, for these reasons, this 
thesis addresses the human behaviour analysis by using video streaming as the most 
appropriate technology to observe the human behaviour.  
Automatic understanding of the human behaviour from video sequences is a very 
challenging problem since it implies understanding, identifying, and either mimicking the 
neuro-physiological and psychological processes, which are naturally performed in humans 
or creating similar outcomes by means of appropriate information and knowledge 
processing. In order to achieve this goal the problem has been split into two steps: 
1. A compact representation of the real world is first defined by using the data 
sampled by cameras. This representation should be as close as possible to the 
reality, view invariant, and reliable for subsequent processing. A video streaming 
contains a large amount of data, but often they are redundant and/or useless for the 
human behaviour analysis (for example: the static data about the background scene 
is not helpful). Therefore, it is necessary to track the areas where a difference 
between two successive video frames has been detected in order to focus the 
attention on the areas in which there are moving objects (may be humans), while 
discarding the background with irrelevant information. Later these moving entities 
will be identified as human beings or unanimated objects (or animals). Moving 
entities will be traced through the various frames to characterize their movements. 
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2. By starting from the representation defined in the first step, the visual information 
will be interpreted for recognizing and learning the human behaviour. Various 
techniques have been proposed in the literature to define appropriate behaviour 
reference models.  In these approaches, recognition will consist in comparing an 
unknown input to the models by using suitable distance functions. The nearest 
model to the input is considered as the class to which the observed behaviour 
belongs. The main limits of this approach are: 
a. there is a finite number of recognizable behaviours (as many as the number 
of the models defined before using the system); 
b. a large number of training sequences are usually required in order to define 
a model in a sufficiently accurate and recognizable way; 
c. it is not possible to automatically associate a meaning to an observed 
behaviour; 
d. it is not possible to generalize the learnt models and infer new behaviours 
from the learnt ones.  
Therefore, the efforts of the scientific community are focussed on studying systems 
in which the knowledge of the considered behaviour reference models is built 
incrementally, i.e., by starting from an empty set of models, new behaviour models 
are, first, identified by observing people’s activities and considering the current 
behaviour knowledge and, then, added to the current behaviour knowledge. When 
models have been learnt, the system will be able to recognize them and similar 
behaviours in the future. 
Nowadays, both of the above steps are open research fields. At this time, there is not a 
comprehensive and universally valid method to obtain the representation of the real-world 
behaviours. Even the most suitable type of sensors to be used is still under discussion. This 
is basically due to the lack of a general solution to two important problems: the sensory 
gap and the semantic gap.  
The sensory gap is the difference between the real world and its representation obtained 
by using data sampled by sensors [7]. For example, by using a camera, a bi-dimensional 
representation of the real world can be obtained, while our eyes give us a three-
dimensional model. To address this problem researchers are proposing various data fusion 
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techniques based, for example, on two or more cameras, or on hybrid vision systems 
(cameras plus other kinds of sensor). 
The semantic gap is the difference between the behaviour description used by human 
beings and the computational model used by the human behaviour analysis systems [8]. To 
solve this problem or at least to reduce the effects of this gap, researchers have been 
working on exploiting some knowledge about scene and/or the human behaviour, thus 
narrowing the huge variety of possible behavioural patterns by focusing on a specific 
narrow domain. 
This thesis addresses therefore the analysis and understanding of the human behaviour 
by considering the various aspects, issues and implications depicted above, both from the 
theoretical perspective and from the point of view of technological supports. The aim is to 
provide solid foundations for implementing efficient and effective human behaviour 
analysis and understanding systems, suitable for a variety of applications encompassing, 
e.g., video surveillance, medical applications, human-machine interface, and 
entertainment.  
In the above perspectives, this thesis gives two highly-significant, innovative, and 
original contributions to the human behaviour analysis and understanding in video 
streaming: 
1. a new method to perform images fusion in multi-camera systems, by identifying the 
corresponding points in the various images without the assumption of epipolar 
geometry. This assumption is fundamental for many works on this topic but it 
imposes strong constraints on the camera positions (an in depth presentation of this 
problem is proposed in the chapter 4). The proposed method does not introduce this 
constraint. This fact makes this method applicable to many existing multi-camera 
acquisition systems. Using this method it is possible to mitigate some aspects of the 
sensory gap, like the target partial occlusions in crowding scenes. From this point 
of view, it can be seen as a method to improve the performance of the semantic 
analysis because it allows to improve the performance of the tracking algorithm (a 
step in the processing chain for human behaviour analysis). By the other hands, it 
should be stressed the fact that the kernel of the thesis is the semantic analysis of 
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the human behaviour in video streaming and that the proposed approach can work 
also without this module and so, also using a single camera system. 
2. a new approach to analysis and understanding by using the syntactical symbolic 
analysis of images and video streaming described by means of strings of symbols. 
This allows for high simplicity in the scene and motion descriptions so that the 
behaviour analysis will have limited computational complexity, thanks to the 
intrinsic nature both of the representations and the related operations used to 
manipulate them. On the other hand, this approach has a great flexibility. Indeed, it 
allows for performing a hierarchical analysis of the recorded scenes defining a 
different grammar for each level. At the higher level, the behaviour of the human 
beings moving in the scene are analysed studying their motion parameters (the 
trajectory that they are following). In this way it is possible to have an analysis of 
scenario considering the moving objects and their interactions. At the lowest level, 
the system can produce a detailed analysis of the action taken by each single human 
being in the scene. According to the complexity of the task, between these two 
levels, it is possible to define as many intermediate levels as they are necessary. 
This hierarchical analysis can exploit the full potentiality of the modern video 
surveillance systems where there is a fixed camera of scenario and one or more 
moving cameras that can focus their attention on some areas of interest. In this 
application, the first level of the proposed hierarchy is applied to the camera of 
scenario and the second to the moving cameras. 
To show the effectiveness of the proposed approach and technology, a demonstrative 
system has been implemented and applied to some real indoor environments with 
significant results. 
The proposed approach is not tailored on a single specific operating environment, but 
has a high flexibility and is able to deal with a large number of applications, thus being of 
unique value as a new fundamental enabling technology. This has been possible since the 
proposed approach works at a high abstraction level on the semantic analysis of the human 
behaviours, also exploiting the advantages offered by the image fusion in multi-camera 
systems (which are becoming increasingly popular due to their decreasing costs). For 
example, in surveillance the proposed approach enables the creating of innovative systems 
which are able to evaluate the danger level of observed situations from a semantic point of 
view, thus significantly enhancing the correctness and completeness of alarms. In control 
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applications it supports the implementation of adaptive, advanced human-machine 
interfaces since the motion of human beings can be analysed in a fully automatic way. In 
analysis applications, the proposed approach can be used as an advanced enabling 
technology for implementing systems, e.g., for sport actions evaluation and automatic 
video indexing. 
This thesis reports the accomplished research and, in particular, the theoretical 
foundations, the technology, the innovative approach, the experiments, and the achieved 
results. This thesis is structured as follows.  
 Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of the sensors which can be used for human 
behaviour analysis.  
 Chapter 3 reviews the current state of the art in sensor data processing, image 
fusion, and human behaviour analysis and understanding.  
 Chapter 4 describes the proposed method for using multi-camera system in 
semantic analysis applications. 
 Chapter 5 presents the method used for semantic analysis of human behaviour. 
 The experimental evaluation and the obtained results are presented in Chapter 6.  
 Conclusions and final remarks are reported in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 
Sensors for Human Behaviour Analysis 
 
This chapter proposes a brief description of the most common sensors used in literature 
to perform the automatic analysis of the human behaviour. For each kind of sensor, at least 
a scientific work using it for human behaviour analysis is presented. This chapter helps the 
readers to understand because the author has focused his attention on the analysis of human 
behaviour using video streaming. 
 
2.1 Motivation 
Automatic human behaviour analysis and recognition are complex tasks that have 
attracted a lot of researchers in the latest years. One of the primary tasks to perform 
implementing such analysis is to define a representation of the real world using the data 
sampled by some sensors.  
Nowadays the most frequently used sensors are camera devices, but in literature there 
are also approaches based on the employment of other kinds of sensor. These approaches 
achieve good results in some specific domains but often they are not generalizable for 
other contexts. 
In this chapter a brief overview about the following sensors and of the works using them 
is presented: Radio Frequencies Identifier (RFID), pressure sensors, Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and image sensors. 
The aim of this brief overview is to show the most important used sensors in human 
behaviour analysis, their applications and their limits. This discussion should help the 
readers to understand because the author has focused his attention on the analysis of human 
behaviour using video streaming. The main goal of the thesis is the semantic analysis of 
video streaming. From this point of view, since the sensors play a secondary role in this 
dissertation, a critical overview of the literature about sensors is beyond the scope of this 
thesis. 
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2.2 Radio Frequencies Identifier Technology 
RFID is the acronym of Radio Frequencies Identifier. This technology is based on four 
key elements: the RFID tags themselves, the RFID readers, the antennas and choice of 
radio characteristics, and the computer network (if any) that is used to connect the readers. 
RFID tags are devices composed of an antenna and a small silicon chip containing a 
radio receiver, a radio modulator for sending a response back to the reader, control logic, 
some amount of memory, and a power system. A RFID tag transmits the data stored inside 
its memory module when it is exposed to radio waves of the correct frequency sent by the 
reader. 
According to the used power system there are two kinds of tags: passive tags where the 
power system can be completely powered by the incoming RF signal and active tags where 
the tag’s power system has a battery. Passive tags are cheaper than active tags but they 
have a shorter range of action (the reader must be positioned very close to the tag).  
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the power system for a passive inductively coupled 
transponder-RFID tag. An inductively coupled transponder comprises an electronic data-
carrying device, usually a single microchip, and a large area coil that functions as an 
antenna. The reader’s antenna coil generates a strong, high frequency electromagnetic 
field, which penetrates the cross-section of the coil area and the area around the coil. The 
antenna coil of the transponder and the capacitor C1 form a resonant circuit tuned to the 
transmission frequency of the reader. The voltage U at the transponder coil reaches a 
maximum due to resonance step-up in the parallel resonant circuit. The layout of the two 
coils can also be interpreted as a transformer (transformer coupling), in which case there is 
only a very weak coupling between the two windings. 
The simplest RFID chips contain only a serial number. This serial number is written 
into the chip by the manufacturer but there are also tags where this code can be written by 
the end user. An example of this code is the EPC (Electronic Product Code) that is a 
number composed of 96 bits. This number is the kernel of an international standard making 
RFID technology a pillar element of the international logistic chain. This standard is under 
the oversight of EPCglobal Inc™ a not-for-profit joint venture between GS1 (formerly 
EAN International) and GS1 US (formerly the Uniform Code Council). 
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More sophisticated RFID chips can contain read-write memory that can be programmed 
by a reader. 
 
Figure 1 - A block diagram of a RFID tag 
 
Among the various applications where RFID technology is used, there is also the human 
activity detection and monitoring, an example of such applications is [9].  In this work the 
authors propose a system to detect the activity of daily living performed at home. This is a 
challenging task for various reasons such as: each one can perform the same action in 
different ways, there are many possible activities that a system should model with 
minimum human effort, etc. The key observation done by the authors is that the sequence 
of objects that a person uses performing a given activity is a good marker both of the 
action type and quality. Starting from this observation they propose a system composed of 
three modules: specialized sensors to detect object interactions, a probabilistic engine that 
infers activities given observations from sensors, and a model creator to create 
probabilistic models of activities. In this work the used sensors are RFID tags attached on 
each object of interest. The RFID reader is built inside a glove that the user should wear 
while performing his activities of daily living. The system was tested on 14 predefined 
activities and the obtained results showed good performance both in terms of precision 
(88%) and recall (73%). 
Despite these good results the system presents various limits. From a technological 
point of view, water and metal absorb the radio waves that most RFID tags use; metal can 
also short-circuit the tag antenna. This fact limits the number of correctly observable 
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actions. But the most important limitation of this approach is that it is too invasive. Indeed 
it requires that the user must wear a glove. This can be a serious problem due to the fact 
that many people are not too attracted by using gloves while performing activities of daily 
living.  
2.3 Pressure sensors 
 
Pressure transducers are very common and cheap. They are used in various applications 
and they work using various principles (variation of capacity, variation of resistance, 
piezoelectric, etc.).  
In [10] the authors propose a human behaviour recognition system using a set of 
pressure sensors based on the variation of resistance. For this kind of sensors the 
conversion of pressure into an electrical signal is achieved by the physical deformation of 
strain gages which are bonded into the diaphragm of the pressure transducer and wired into 
a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Pressure applied to the pressure transducer produces a 
deflection of the diaphragm which introduces strain to the gages. The strain will produce 
an electrical resistance change proportional to the pressure. 
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the whole pressure measurement system proposed in 
[10]. The transducer is connected to a microcontroller that is able to communicate with a 
standard PC using a Bluetooth link. A serious constrain for this system is its power supply 
module that is composed of a 9V alkaline battery. This fact introduces the well known 
limitations due to the lifecycle of the battery, maintenance, etc.  
The main idea at the base of this work is that measuring the plantar pressure distribution 
it is possible to infer information about the actions performed by the user. Four sensors 
were installed in each shoe. According to the authors, it is possible to classify fifteen 
different behaviours: walking (slow, normal, fast), running (slow, normal, fast) standing 
(leaning forward, load on tiptoe, upright), leaning standing to one foot (leaning forward, 
normal), sitting (bending forward, normal), floating, and no wearing. The parameters used 
to classify the various actions are pressure values and length of time where a given 
pressure is measured. These parameters are compared to a fixed set of thresholds to 
identify the various actions. 
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According to the authors, the system achieves good classification rate (about 90% of 
successfully classifications) but the experiment settings are not well described. The main 
limits of this approach are the necessity of a calibration stage for each person to define the 
various thresholds and its invasivity (indeed the measuring system is installed in the shoes 
and it is quite visible). These considerations make the system not suitable for applications 
in every day life situations.  
 
Figure 2 - A block diagram of the pressure sensor proposed in [10] 
2.4 (Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems sensors 
 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are devices built by means of the 
integration of mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics on a common 
silicon substrate through micro-fabrication technology. The current leaders in 
commercially successful MEMS technology are accelerometers. These devices are used in 
a large number of applications such as: automotive industry, inertial navigation systems, 
cellular phones, etc.  
The physical mechanisms underlying MEMS accelerometers include capacitive, 
electromagnetic, piezoelectric, ferroelectric, optical, etc. The most successful types are 
based on capacitive transduction; the reasons are the simplicity of the sensor element itself, 
no requirement for exotic materials, low power consumption, and good stability over 
temperature. 
These sensors are used in many applications involving the so-called “wearable-sensors”. 
For example, in [11] the authors propose a system to classify the human pose in “sitting”, 
“standing” and “walking” using a bi-axial accelerometer attached to the user’s thigh. The 
sensor is positioned in order to measure the gravity acceleration using the Y-axis when the 
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user is in “standing” position and the X-axis when she/he is in “sitting” position. The 
“walking” action is detected when the variance of acceleration is greater than a predefined 
threshold. 
 [12] presents a method to detect physical activities from data acquired using five small 
biaxial accelerometers worn simultaneously on different parts of the body. In particular the 
sensors are placed on each subject’s right hip, dominant wrist, non-dominant upper arm, 
dominant ankle, and non-dominant thigh to recognize ambulation, posture, and other 
everyday activities. 
The experiments carried-out aim at identifying twenty different actions of every day life 
(see [12] for further details). The system was tested on twenty subjects from the academic 
community volunteered. Data was collected from 13 males and 7 females. Data were 
classified using various methods but decision tree classifiers showed the best performance 
recognizing everyday activities with an overall accuracy rate of 84%. Interestingly, the 
obtained results show that some activities are recognized well with subject-independent 
training data while others appear to require subject-specific training data. 
2.5 Image sensors 
This kind of sensors are used in all the cameras and camcorders used to create still 
images and video streaming. The kernel of this kind of sensors consists of an array of tiny 
pixels (PIcture ELements). Sensor pixels are composed of photodiodes.  
During the imaging process, the light starts to fall on photodiodes, and they convert 
photons into electric charge. Photodiodes are not sensible to colour, so digital cameras use 
different colour filters to transmit light through. The most common ones are filters for 
three basic colours: red, green and blue. So, the camera is able to calculate the number of 
photons of three basic colours that fell on each photodiode while the camera shutter was 
open. To calculate all colour components around each photodiode, red, green and blue 
filters should be situated adjacently. This makes it possible to convert raw image data into 
a full-colour image in RGB (Red Green Blue) space.  
The most common type of colour filter array is called a "Bayer array". This filter gives 
priority to the green mimicking the behaviour of human eyes. A schematic overview of the 
imaging process is shown in Figure 3. The light is filtered by an infra red filter (Figure 
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3.a). The filtered light goes through a Bayer array filter and finally hits the pixels of the 
sensor. 
 
Figure 3 – A schematic view of an image sensor. a – IR-Blocking Filter, b – Colour Filters, c – Colour 
blind sensors, d – The image sensor composed of millions of light sensors [13] 
 
Nowadays, the image sensors are built using two technologies: CCD (Charge-Coupled 
Device) and CMOS (Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor). Both the technologies 
use photodiodes to convert light in electrons, but they use two different methods to read 
these values from each pixel of the sensor. In a CCD device, the charge is actually 
transported across the chip and read at one corner of the array. A special manufacturing 
process is used to create the ability of transporting charges across the chip without 
distortion. This process leads to very high-quality sensors in terms of fidelity and light 
sensitivity. In most CMOS devices, there are several transistors at each pixel that amplify 
and move the charge using more traditional wires. The CMOS approach is more flexible 
because each pixel can be read individually. CCD sensors give better images than CMOS 
sensors but the latter are cheaper then the former. Furthermore, in the last years the quality 
difference between the images sampled by these family of sensors are becoming smaller 
indeed, ever more often CMOS sensors are used in good quality cameras. 
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The major part of the works present in literature on human behaviour analyse video 
streaming sampled using these image sensors. The next chapter proposes a review of such 
works. 
Summary 
This chapter has presented a brief and not exhaustive overview of the sensors used in 
some applications of human behaviour analysis. Some sensors have been omitted because 
they are often used in conjunction with video analysis by means of data fusion techniques. 
Two relevant examples of such sensors are: audio and multi-spectral sensors. 
Audio sensors are becoming ever more interesting due to progress in speech 
recognition. In literature it is possible to find their applications for the recognition of 
specific human behaviours. For example, in [14] a system to detect aggressions in trains is 
proposed while in [15] a method for action detection in action movies is described. 
Furthermore, audio-vision data are used to detect human emotions as shown in [16] where 
the system is able to detect 4 cognitive states (interest, boredom, frustration and 
puzzlement) and 7 prototypical emotions (neural, happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, fear 
and surprise). 
Multi-spectral sensors are used in many remote sensing applications. In human 
behaviour analysis there is a strong interest to infrared sensors because they can operate in 
total darkness allowing for the person detection during the night. In [17] a data fusion 
approach working on infrared images and classical CCD camera images is presented. 
The sensors presented in this chapter are used in systems called wearable sensors. These 
kind of systems are intrusive (because the user are required to wear the sensors) and so 
they can be applied only in some restricted applications (such as human-machine interface 
applications). 
Multi-spectral sensors can give excellent results but they are too expensive to be used in 
real world applications. 
Audio sensors are cheap but they are not able to give good results in terms of human 
activity detection without using some data fusion techniques with video streaming. But 
these systems have a high computational cost due to the complexity of the used algorithm. 
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This chapter proposes an overview of the literature about the automatic human 
behaviour analysis using streaming video. The discussion starts presenting the processing 
chain used to implement such kind of systems and then the attention is focused only on the 
works aiming at semantic analysis. The works presented in this chapter are classified in: 
scene interpretation, human recognition and action primitives and grammars. For each 
class a brief introductive description is provided and some relevant works are analyzed to 
give an idea of the proposed approaches and of the difficulties that they face. Finally, the 
chapter ends with a discussion about the state of the art in this field and with a brief 
overview of the specific challenges that this thesis is addressing.  
 
3.1 Introduction 
Even though in literature there are many works on human behaviour analysis and 
recognition, this is still an open research field. This is due to the inherent complexity of 
such task. Indeed, human behaviour recognition can be seen as the vertex of a 
computational pyramid as shown in Figure 4. Each level of this pyramid takes in input the 
output of the lower one and gives an output that can be used as input for the upper level or 
as a stand alone application. The lowest level takes in input the raw video streams and 
gives in output a map of the image region where a moving object is detected. Climbing up 
this pyramid, the semantic level of performed tasks grows up. The processes at the lowest 
level work with moving region in a single frame while those at the second level work 
identifying objects in the same frame. At the third level a new parameter plays an 
important role: the time. Indeed, the processes at this level work associating the detected 
moving objects in the current frame with those in the previous one, providing temporal 
trajectories through the state space. The output of this level is sent to the human behaviour 
analysis module. 
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  Each level of this processing pyramid has its own characteristics and difficulties often 
due the partial completeness of the used data (for example: the tentative to extract 3D data 
about moving objects working on 2D images): 
 Motion detection: These algorithms find the moving areas computing the 
difference at pixel level between the current frame and a background model. This 
model can be a fixed frame (useful for indoor applications) or a complex model 
where each pixel is defined by a Gaussian probability distribution [18].  A good 
background model should be enough robust to handle rapid illumination changes in 
the scene and at the same time should be able to recognize permanent changes (for 
example a chair that was moved from its previous position) as quick as possible. 
 Object detection: These algorithms identify moving objects analysing the moving 
areas detected by the previous module. Typically, they classify the pixels in the 
moving areas in: shadows, moving object, cast shadow from moving object, ghost 
object (false positive), and ghost shadow. Some examples of criterions used to 
classify the pixels are colour and gradients [19] and motion flow analysis [20]. 
 Object tracking: Difficulties in tracking objects can arise due to abrupt object 
motion, changing appearance patterns of the object and/or the scene, object-to-
object and object-to-scene occlusions, etc. An interesting survey of the approaches 
proposed in literature to perform this task is [21].  
 Human behaviour analysis and recognition: This is one of the most challenging 
tasks for the international researchers’ community. Here the problem of the 
semantic gap must be faced to obtain satisfying results. Furthermore, the errors 





Figure 4 - A hierarchical overview of the 
computational chain for human behaviour recognition
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module can lose a person due to an occlusion while this person is performing an 
interesting act for the behaviour analysis application).  
Since this thesis focuses on human behaviour analysis and recognition, this chapter 
overviews the approaches about this problem proposed in literature. In various works, 
terms like actions, activities, complex or simple actions, and behaviours are often used in 
an undifferentiated way. This fact makes their comparison and/or classification difficult. In 
this thesis the following action hierarchy is used: action primitives, actions, and activities. 
At the highest level of the hierarchy there are the activities (for example dancing), each 
activity is composed of a set of actions (for example: pirouette, etc.) and each action is in 
turn divided into action primitives (the set of sequential elementary steps to perform to do 
a pirouette). The works presented in this chapter are classified according to the following 
visual abstraction hierarchy:  
 scene interpretation: these works try to interpret the whole image without 
identifying particular objects or humans; 
 human recognition: where either the entire human body or individual body parts 
are identified and used for the recognition task 
 action primitives and grammars: these works try to obtain a semantic description 
of the scene starting from the identification of an action hierarchy. 
3.2 Scene interpretation 
The works falling in this framework try to interpret the whole scene. The moving 
objects are detected and tracked without considering their identity (they can be humans or 
other moving objects). Typically, these systems have two working stages: 
 Learning stage: where the observed trajectories of the moving objects are 
classified using various methods to build the system knowledge base. This stage is 
not trivial because human motion is highly non-linear, a-priori unknown, and it is 
always subject to sudden and unforeseeable changes of orientation and speed; 
 Operating stage: where the knowledge base is used to classify the runtime 
observed object trajectories. 
These systems are used in frameworks where a well defined set of situations are 
allowed while others are forbidden or in applications where the goal is to classify the 
scenes/behaviours in usual or unusual. At this level of visual abstraction, the moving 
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objects are considered in their completeness. This allows for building systems that analyse 
at a high level the objects trajectories and their interactions.  
The main drawbacks of the works falling in this class are: 
 They produce a poor semantic level analysis of the scene: indeed, they are only 
able to state if a given behaviour is usual or unusual or in other words if a scene is 
known or unknown 
 The number of recognizable actions is limited to that of the actions learnt in the 
learning stage. Furthermore, this stage is not trivial due to issues cited above. 
In literature there are many works using this approach.  
In [22] an approach is proposed to classify scenes in usual and unusual ones by starting 
from the analysis of a single frame or object rather than from a sequence of frames. This 
method is tested in various environments both indoor and outdoor. It is designed to work 
on huge datasets, indeed, the results presented in the paper are obtained on a database 
composed of 4 years of continuous video acquisition (that give millions of records). 
Despite the fact that this work is quite old, it still remains a key work because it represents 
clearly the potentiality of the methods using scene interpretation.  
They use an advanced motion detection method modelling the background as a 
Gaussian mixture [18]. The detected moving objects are described by means of a feature 
vector composed of: position, dimension, speed, moving direction and a binary 
representation of the object silhouette. The feature space is quantized with an online vector 
quantization method to obtain a codebook (namely a set of prototype representations which 
approximate the density of the input representations). This method starts selecting K 
random prototypes among the existing data. Then, each point in the dataset is associated to 
the nearest prototype that is adapted toward the data point using a learning factor. Some 
constraints from [23] are applied to avoid the problems that occur when an outlier is 
selected as initial prototype. Once that the codebook has been generated, it is used in all the 
successive classification processes instead of the whole original dataset obtaining a strong 
improvement in the classification performance in terms of processing time.  
Since this system works by classifying a single object and or a single frame rather than 
recognizing sequences, it considers a sequence as a multi-set of symbols. A multi-set is a 
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set that can contain multiple instances of the same element. Each pair of objects in a 
sequence belonging to the same multi-set is evidence that those two prototypes' 
appearances resulted from the same underlying class. The multi-sets of prototypes are used 
to estimate the co-occurrence statistic over the codebook. All the prototypes and the co-
occurrence matrix defined on them are used to define a binary tree structure by recursively 
defining two probability mass functions across the prototypes of the code book that best 
explain the co-occurrence matrix. The leaf nodes of the binary tree are probability 
distributions of co-occurrences across the prototypes and at a higher tree depth define 
simple scene activities like pedestrian and car movement. These can then be used for scene 
interpretation. The proposed results are obtained testing the system on a streaming video 
recording a scene that consists of a road with adjacent parking spots and a path through the 
grass near the loading bay of a building. The camera is placed far from the scene so that 
the moving objects appear to be quite small. 
The strong points of this method are: 
 the tracking method is based on a Gaussian mixture model of the background that 
has been proven to be quite reliable also in outdoor scenes because it is able to 
model the slight changes in luminosity. The same is not valid for sudden changes 
due, for example, to the car’s headlight in the night. Nevertheless, the system can 
work also at night because the scene is taken from far and a car with headlight 
turned-on occupies a small percentage of the frame. 
 The ability to handle huge datasets. The used concept of “codebook” can be 
ideally considered as a “summary” of the all recorded scenes. This approach is 
often applied also in other field of applications such as image database indexing 
[24] to speed up the search process in complex database. Using this technique is 
useful also for the successive step of co-occurrence statistic definition and it 
introduce a strong improvement in the system performance. The key element of this 
approach is the size of the codebook. A codebook with many elements can be used 
to classify more actions but the needed data to build the co-occurrence statistic 
accumulation on it grows-up as the square of its dimension. This point can become 
a limit to the applicability of this system in frameworks with a great variance in the 
performable actions. 
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 The ability to recognize an action starting from few instances of objects. In this 
work, the authors propose an instance classifier rather than a sequence classifier. 
This result is obtained considering each single observation in a sequence as an 
independent one both in the stage of codebook generation and in that of co-
occurrence statistic definition. Once again, the codebook is a key element. If the 
codebook elements are able to describe in an unambiguous manner each instance, 
the system will work but, if the operative framework becomes more complex and 
the number of elements in the codebook becomes insufficient to describe in an 
unambiguous manner each instance, the system will not work very fine. 
A second class of approaches for detecting anomalies in video sequences and/or in 
single images has been proposed in [25]. This method tries to decompose the normal (or 
the allowed) video sequences and/or images in small multi-scale portions defining the 
knowledge base of the system. When the system analyses a query video and/or image, it 
tries to rebuild the query using the portions stored in the knowledge base. The regions of 
the query that can be rebuilt using large portions from the database are considered as 
“normal” while those that can not be rebuilt or that can be rebuilt using small and 
fragmented portions are regarded as “suspicious”.  
The single images are decomposed in a set of spatial multi-scale portions. Each portion 
is described by means of a feature vector considering its absolute position in the image and 
a synthetic representation of the gradient of each its pixel. A video sequence is 
decomposed in spatial-temporal multi-scale portions. The feature vector describing each 
portion reports its absolute position and the absolute values of the temporal derivatives in 
all pixels of the portion. 
In order to speed-up the image/video rebuilding process and thus the whole 
interpretation task, the authors propose an inference method based on a probabilistic 
analysis of the portions allowing for small local misalignments in their relative geometric 
arrangement. This approach allows for a rapid and efficient detection of subtle but 
important local changes in behaviour. 
The main drawbacks of this method are: 
 Computational complexity: the examples reported in the work are relative to 
single images and short video sequences. The inference process is quite efficient, 
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but the database can become very “heavy” when long video sequences are 
analysed. 
 The feature vector used to describe the portions: as the same authors say, the 
used feature vector is quite simple, but the proposed system is modular and so it 
could be able to use other features. The computer vision research community has 
elaborated more sophisticated descriptors. 
 Probabilistic analysis: this is the kernel of the inference process (because the 
entire task of similarity computation among portions is based on it) and perhaps the 
most limitative drawback of this system. This analysis is based on an assumption 
that is almost never applicable in real situations: there are not overlapping areas 
among the portions. This assumption is necessary to compute the similarity 
between pairs of portions, but it makes this system unsuitable in each situation 
where there are partial occlusions among moving objects. 
A third class of approaches is based on the study of the trajectories of the moving 
objects and focuses the attention both on the geometric characteristics of the trajectories 
and on their cinematic aspects. The idea standing at the base of these works is that in a 
given place, similar trajectories can be associated to similar activities. In this way, 
analysing and classifying the trajectories described by a moving object is equivalent to 
analyse and classify its activities. 
[26] proposes a method to distinguish between objects traversing spatially dissimilar 
paths, or objects traversing spatially proximal paths but having different spatial-temporal 
characteristics.  
The system uses a fixed camera and a tracker to record the trajectories of the moving 
objects. A recursive min-cut clustering algorithm is used to group similar trajectories. The 
distance between two trajectories is computed using the Hausdorff distance. This fact 
allows the system to compute the distance between two trajectories composed of a 
different number of points. To limit the spatial extent of a path, an envelop is defined using 
a dynamic time warping algorithm.  
The system performs a hierarchical classification using different features at each level. 
The first level uses only the geometric properties of the trajectory. If a given trajectory is 
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not geometrically similar to any in the database, it is considered “unusual”. If a given 
trajectory is similar to one in the database, the second stage classification is performed. 
The second level works on the cinematic properties of the trajectories thus evaluating the 
velocities of the moving objects. The third level analyses the discontinuity in the 
trajectories. The system analyses the discontinuity in speed, acceleration and curvature. 
This criterion is able to detect irregular motion patterns that can be associated to particular 
situation (i.e. a drunk man walking). 
From a conceptual point of view, this work has good performances. The problems arise 
when this system analyses crowded scenes. Indeed, in this situation, the tracker is not able 
to track all the moving objects (due to the mutual occlusions) and so it is difficult to 
associate a trajectory to each moving object. Actually, this problem is common almost to 
all the works in the research field on human behaviour analysis because it is the result of 
the propagation of an error occurring in a lower level of the computational pyramid shown 
in Figure 4 (object tracking module). 
While the ratio behind the association of semantic meaning to the object trajectories is a 
common point to all the works falling in this framework (scene interpretation), there are 
sensible differences in the method used to detect, model and handle the object trajectories. 
For example, in [27] the authors use non-rigid shapes and a dynamic model that 
characterizes the variations in the shape structure. This system is specialized in 
surveillance task where it is important to discriminate between “normal” and “abnormal” 
behaviours. The authors propose a method to model the shape of group of simultaneously 
moving objects that in the surveillance framework means to model the activities of group 
of people. 
They use the Dryden and Mardia’s statistical shape theory [28] to represent the shape of 
the configuration of a group of moving objects and its deformations over time. In other 
words, they model a trajectory activity as a mean stationary trajectory plus a set of allowed 
deformations due to slight difference on the paths followed by the various moving objects 
and/or to the displacement among the various moving objects following the same path.  
This method represents a pragmatic solution to the problem of occlusions in crowded 
scenes. The ratio behind this solution is: since it is not possible (at least till today and in a 
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perfect way) to detect and track each moving object in a crowded scene, we try to model 
and characterize the motion of the whole crowd.  
This approach has perfect sense in video surveillance systems applied to particular 
operative context such as transit areas in airports and stations where it is possible to 
classify the possible paths in common/allowed paths and reserved/forbidden paths. 
In [29] the authors propose a system having the same ratio and application framework 
of the previous one (video surveillance) but a different way to model the shapes. Here they 
are described as the composition of basis shapes obtained by applying the factorization 
theorem [30] to the 3D shape that can be recovered from the motion tracks of points in a 
2D image sequence. 
A different approach is proposed in [31]. Here, the concept of object trajectory is leaved 
and an activity is represented as a succession of basic events and modelled through 
interpretation of the temporal and causal correlations among different classes of events. An 
event is defined as a group of significant changes in pixels in a local image neighbourhood 
over the time. The events are detected and classified by unsupervised clustering using 
Gaussian Mixture Model with automatic model selection based on Schwarz’s Bayesian 
Information Criterion [32]. A robust and holistic scene-level behaviour interpretation 
method is implemented using Dynamic Probabilistic Networks to model the temporal and 
causal correlations among discrete events.  
This approach is quite different from the others presented in this section. It leaves both 
the concept of object detection and that of trajectory. In this way the problem of occlusions 
is not considered because the system tries to model the behaviour of the entire group of 
moving (and self-occluding) objects. According to the experimental results presented by 
the authors, this system is suitable to model different situations such as: aircraft cargo 
loading/unloading activities and shopping activities.  
The main drawbacks of this work are: 
 It requires a large training set to model complex situations 
 Since it does not attempt to track each moving object (trying to resolve the problem 
of partial occlusions occurring in crowded scene) in a scene, it is not able to 
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evaluate what happens among the elements of the moving group. For this reason it 
is not suitable in mission critical security systems.  
3.3 Human recognition 
The works falling in this class try to infer information about the human beings activities 
analysing the dynamic of their movements. Some of these works try to recognize and study 
the motion of the individual body parts while others consider the whole body as a unique 
element. 
The works falling in this class produce a motion analysis with a semantic level richer 
than that obtained by the works belonging to the scene interpretation class. Indeed, while 
the latter are able to classify a scene/behaviour as known or unknown, the former works try 
to identify elementary actions such as walk, running, the human gait but also more 
complex actions when applied in a narrow domain (for example the actions of a tennis 
match in [33]). 
Also these works are characterized by a learning stage and an operative stage and so, 
also for these works the number of recognizable actions is limited to that of the actions 
learnt in the learning stage.  
Furthermore, since these works try to analyze the single action with a fine level of 
detail, the execution speed of the various movements and hence the sampling rate of the 
camera can become critical parameters. A direct consequence of this fact is the difficulty in 
delimiting the action in the operating stage. 
An example of work considering the whole body as a unique element is [34]. Here the 
authors consider videos where the human beings are tall about 30 pixels (they call this 
situation “medium field” while they define “far field” the scenes where human beings are 
tall about 3 pixels and “near field” those where they are tall 300 pixels). They motivate this 
choice considering that this is the classical resolution of many videos of sport events where 
people can easily track individual players and recognize actions such as running, kicking, 
jumping (despite the small dimension of the players). Each moving person is tracked so 
that the image is stabilized in the middle of a tracking window. This removes the effects of 
the absolute motion of the tracked person in the scene (it is equivalent to the panning 
movement by a camera operator who keeps the moving figure in the centre of the field of 
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view). In this way, any residual motion within the spatio-temporal volume is due to the 
relative motions of different body parts: limbs, head, torso etc. The analysis of these 
residual motions is at the base of this method. Given a stabilized figure-centric sequence, 
the optical flow is computed and decomposed into two scalar fields corresponding to the 
horizontal and vertical components of the optical flow. These fields are decomposed into 
four non negative channels. Each channel is blurred with a Gaussian and normalized to 
obtain the final descriptor for the image sequence. 
According to the authors, this system has a good performance in terms of sequences 
recognition. It works onto scenes recorded in the “medium field” maximizing the 
information in the blurred areas due to the residual motion. The critical points can be: 
 the system is able to recognize similar sequences also if they are recorded with 
slight different frame rates, but the system is not able to analyse sequences of 
different lengths. 
 the length of the motion descriptors (i.e., the number of frames used to analyse an 
action) can be a critical parameter. Indeed, it is a constant value fixed at design 
time. From this point of view, the system is not able to recognize the same action 
performed at two different speeds. 
A hierarchical approach is proposed in [33] where a system for human behaviour 
analysis in the narrow domain (tennis match) is presented. Here, a given human behaviour 
is considered as composed of a stochastic sequence of actions. Actions are described by a 
feature vector comprising both trajectory information (position and velocity), and a set of 
local motion descriptors. The used local motion descriptors are an advanced version of 
those used in [34]. Indeed, the coarse optical flow descriptor used in [34] has been 
endowed with data about the position where a given action is performed. Action 
recognition is achieved by means of a probabilistic search method applied to the database 
representing previously seen actions. The possible actions are modelled by means of 
Hidden Markov Models (HMM), high-level behaviour recognition is achieved by 
computing the likelihood that a set of predefined Hidden Markov Models explains the 
current action sequence. Thus, human actions and behaviour are represented using a 
hierarchy of abstraction: from simple actions, to actions with spatio-temporal context, to 
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action sequences and finally general behaviours. This system has been used to produce 
high semantic level video annotations for tennis matches. 
The main drawbacks of this work are: 
 the high dimensionality of the feature space: according to the authors, “there are 
30000 entries in a single local motion feature vector for a 30 × 50 pixel target”. 
Even thought the authors propose a solution to this problem (a database structured 
as a binary tree via principal component analysis of the data set), it can become a 
restriction for using this approach in more complex scenarios; 
 this system is not able to generalize knowledge about the recorded scenes. Indeed, 
it is able to recognize and label a given action using a fixed knowledge base created 
during the learning stage. 
Other approaches are based on the concept of “temporal templates” (a static vector-
image where the vector value at each point is a function of the motion properties at the 
corresponding spatial location in an image sequence). This idea was proposed in [35] 
where the authors used a two components version of the templates: the first value is a 
binary value indicating the presence of motion and the second value is a function of the 
recency of motion in a sequence. These components are called MEI (Motion-Energy 
Image) and MHI (Motion-History Image) respectively. MEIs are cumulative binary motion 
images, namely, binary images where the value of each pixel is set to 0 if  its value does 
not change for each frame of a given sequence (namely, no moving objects have passed 
over it) while it is set to 1 otherwise. MHIs are grey scale images where pixel intensity is a 
function of the temporal history of motion at that point. In these images, the more recently 
moving pixels are brighter. From a certain point of view, considering a given scene, the 
MEI image describes where the motion occurs while the MHI describes how it occurs. 
Matching temporal templates is based on Hu moments [36]. 
The main limit of this approach is its dependency by the speed of the action and by the 
frame rate. Indeed, the same action, executed at different speed or recorded with different 
frame rates, gives different MHI and MEI. 
A variant of the concept of MHI is called timed MHI (tMHI) and is presented in [37]. 
This method tries to overcome the limit of the previous approach due to its dependence by 
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the frame rate and/or execution time. In order to obtain this result, the authors use the 
timestamp and introduce a limit into the duration of an action (a constant of few seconds). 
In this way, a given gesture will cover the same MHI area at different capture rates. 
Another approach is that of ‘‘Actions Sketches’’ or ‘‘Space-Time Shapes’’ in the 3D 
XYT volume. In [38] the authors propose to model an action based on both the shape and 
the motion of the object performing the action. When the object performs an action in 3D, 
the points on the outer boundary of the object are projected as 2D (x, y) contour in the 
image plane. A sequence of such 2D contours with respect to time generates a 
spatiotemporal volume (STV) in (x, y, t), which can be treated as 3D object in the (x, y, t) 
space. The differential geometric surface properties of this 3D object (such as peaks, pits, 
valleys and ridges) are considered specific action descriptors capturing both spatial and 
temporal properties. For example, a pit surface is generated when the contour first moves 
in the direction that is normal to the contour, then stops and moves in the opposite 
direction. 
Instead of using spatio-temporal volumes, a large number of papers choose the more 
classical approach of considering sequences of silhouettes. For example, in [39], the 
authors present a method for human motion pattern recognition based on Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and neural networks. They extract the silhouettes of the 
moving objects in the various frames. Each 2D silhouette contour is converted into a one 
dimensional signal computing the distance between each point of the silhouette contour 
and its barycentre. The PCA is used to reduce the dimension of the feature space (using 32 
components to describe each silhouette, the 96% of variance is retained) and a three layers 
neural network has been trained to recognize the walking, running and other actions. 
In a number of publications, recognition is based on HMMs and Dynamic Bayes 
Networks (DBNs). 
For example, in [40], the authors present an object-based system for video analysis and 
interpretation. The basic unit for analysis is the video object (VO), a concept introduced by 
MPEG-4. Instead of considering as basic unit of analysis the whole frame, in this approach 
the low-level features from individual objects in the frames (VO) are considered. From 
extracted VOs, they followed a pattern analysis methodology by modelling the VO 
behaviour using DBNs, which can generate a hierarchical description for the video events. 
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They showed that the object-based approach is effective for a complete characterization of 
video sequences, which includes both macro-grained and fine-grained semantics contained 
in the video sequences. 
According to the authors, a serious limitation of this approach is that the description 
generated by DBNs is very fine-grained. It works the best for simple video events. But for 
long video sequences involving various video events, this approach is unlikely to be 
satisfactory. 
Unsupervised methods (such as HMMs) can be trained automatically but yield models 
whose internal structure - the nodes - are difficult to interpret semantically. Manually 
constructed networks typically have nodes corresponding to sub-events, but the 
programming and training of these networks is tedious and requires extensive domain 
expertise. In [41] the authors propose a semi-supervised approach where a manually 
structured, Propagation Network (a form of a DBN) is initialized from a small amount of 
fully annotated data, and then refined by an Expectation Maximization based learning 
method in an unsupervised fashion. During node refinement (the M step) a boosting-based 
algorithm is employed to train the evidence detectors of individual nodes. The proposed 
results shown that, starting from few full annotated example accompanied by a small 
number of positive but non-annotated training examples, the system can achieve good 
performance in indoor activity analysis and also in other applications.  
In literature there are also many works attempting to infer information about human 
behaviours analysing the dynamics and settings of the individual body parts. Once that 
they have recognized the position of the various body parts, it is possible to consider some 
constraints and extract some features that can be indicative of some specific 
actions/behaviours.  
For example, in [42] the authors consider three dynamic regularity features. They are 
temporal properties and are generally independent of camera position: 
 Cycle Time: this time is referred to the cycle time of a leg which decreases with 
increasing walking speed. It is computed by measuring the time interval between 
two successive minima or maxima in the trajectory of a foot. 
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 Stance/Swing Ratio: stance time is the period of time when the foot is in contact 
with the ground while the swing time is the period of time when the foot is not in 
contact with the ground. The ratio stance/swing decreases when a person walks 
faster. 
 Double Support Time: this is the period of time when both feet are in contact 
with the ground. This occurs twice in the gait cycle, at the beginning and end of 
the stance phase. 
Using these features, the authors are able to distinguish walking examples across 
multiple speeds from other non-walking actions. 
A critical element for this kind of systems is the fact that they are substantially view 
dependent also if the dynamic regularities features that they use are not view dependent. 
An attempting to create a view invariant system has been done in [43]. Here the 
authors, starting from the findings in [44] (where the authors developed relationships 
between six-tuple 3D points and their corresponding image coordinates that are satisfied 
for all views of the 3D points), propose a 3D approach aiming for viewpoint invariance. 
Each action is represented as a unique curve in a 3D invariance-space, surrounded by an 
acceptance volume (‘action-volume’). The “action-volume” concept derives from the 
experimental observation of the fact that each person performing more than one time the 
same task produces curves in the 3D invariance-space that are slightly different among 
them. To take into account these “slightly” differences, the authors consider an 
“acceptance-volume” surrounding the mean 3D curve describing the action and they call 
this volume “action-volume”. Given a video sequence, 2D quantities from each frame are 
calculated and matched against candidate action volumes in a probabilistic framework. 
As the results presented by the authors show, this approach has encouraging results, but 
it is far from the goal of a full view-independent system. Indeed, a constraint of this 
approach is that at least 4 of the 6 3D points representing the “invariant” must lie on 
different planes. Once that the designers chooses the six points on a person, it is possible 
that, for a given view-point, they do not satisfy this constraint (according to the 
instantaneous pose) and so, for that view-point, the performance decreases. 
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Another approach to view-independent system has been proposed in [45] where the 
authors propose an approach to matching human actions that is both fully descriptive in 
terms of motion and is both invariant to view and execution rate. They use a point-based 
representation of the human body. In particular, each point represents the spatial coordinate 
of an anatomical landmark on the human body. A central point of this work is the fact that 
it uses the statistical results about the proportion among the various human body parts 
described in [46] to introduce geometric constraints among the points representing a 
human body. In this way they are able to recognize a given action also if it was carried out 
by different people. Since it is expected that different people may perform some portions 
of the same action at different rates, the dynamic time warp was used to make this 
approach invariant to the different execution rates. 
According to the authors, this system can achieve good results but it was tested only in 
particular conditions where, for example, there were not occlusions. 
3.4 Action primitive and grammars 
Works falling into this class attempt to decouple actions into action primitives and to 
interpret actions as a composition on the alphabet of these action primitives.  
Some of the works falling in this class still use a learning based approach and so they 
are able only to recognize the learnt actions but in this class there are also works using a 
generative approach [47] and works starting without any models [48]. In this way it is 
possible to overcome the limit intrinsic to the learning stage. Also for this class of works 
the video sampling rate can be a critical parameter for the same reasons seen for the 
previous class. 
Due to the fine level of observation of the scene, the performances of these works are 
heavily influenced by the noise and the occlusion problems. 
A method employing techniques from the dynamical systems framework is presented in 
[49] where the authors propose to decompose a human activity into a set of elementary 
actions. These elementary actions can be seen as symbols of an “alphabet” and so, they can 
be used to describe human motions similar to the way phonemes are used in speech. They 
call these primitives of motion “movemes”. By using system identification techniques and 
pattern recognition techniques they develop an on-line joint segmentation and 
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classification algorithm and provide analytical error analysis. Once that the primitives are 
detected, an iterative approach is used to find the sequence of primitives for a novel action. 
The authors show the results obtained using the system to describe the movements 
carried out by five different people that are drawing a set of shapes using a computer 
mouse. 
The ratio behind this approach is very interesting because this system proposes a 
“generative” approach to the human behaviour analysis. The main drawback of this work is 
that it is quite difficult to apply it in real live situations where problems of noise and 
occlusions occur. 
Another approach from the system theoretic point of view is presented in [50] where the 
authors try to segment and represent repetitive movements. They use a two-threshold 
multidimensional segmentation algorithm to automatically decompose a complex motion 
into a sequence of simple linear dynamic models (second order AR models). The problem 
of action segmentation is resolved in terms of model changes. Namely, the motion 
segmentation problem is solved detecting the times at which the dynamical parameters of 
the AR model used to describe the current action change significantly. No a priori 
assumptions were made about the number of models that comprise the full motion or about 
the duration of the task cycle. A compact motion representation is obtained for each 
segment using parameters of a damped harmonic dynamic model.  
The main drawback of this system is the fact that it is able to segment and recognize 
variations of motions known to the classifier. This fact diminishes the generality of this 
approach making it usable only in tasks where repetitive motions are present. Furthermore, 
according to the authors, this system is not suitable for real-time analysis. 
A vision based approach is proposed in [48] where the authors propose to describe 
human actions in terms of action units called “dynamic instants” and “intervals” which can 
be computed studying the spatio-temporal curvature of a 2-D trajectory. The dynamic 
instants are due to changes in the forces applied to the object during the activity. They are 
perceived as a change in the direction and/or speed and can be reliably detected by 
identifying maxima in the spatio-temporal curvature of the action trajectory. An interval is 
the period of time between two dynamic instants during which the motion characteristics 
do not change. The authors formally show that the dynamic instants are view-invariant, 
except in the limited cases of accidental alignment. The ratio behind this approach has a 
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psychological root in works such as [51, 52, 53]. The authors focus their attention on 
human actions performed by a hand. Examples of such actions are: opening and closing 
overhead cabinets, picking up and putting down a book, picking up and putting down a 
phone, erasing a white-board, etc. Starting without a model, they use this representation for 
recognition and incremental learning of human actions. The system tracks the hand using a 
skin detector algorithm. According to the authors, the proposed method can discover 
instances of the same action performed by different people from different view points. In 
the experimental section are shown results on 47 actions performed by 7 individuals in an 
environment with no constraints obtaining good performances in terms of action 
recognition. 
This approach presents various interesting aspects such as: 
 it starts without a predefined model of the actions to be recognized and this, as 
discussed above, is a desirable characteristic for this kind of systems. 
 it is “almost” view invariant because it is able to recognize the same action 
recorded from different view points. The term “almost” view invariant refers to the 
fact that it fails in recognizing actions performed on a plane perpendicular to the 
view plane.  
On the other hand, the main drawback of this system is related to the required sample 
rate. Indeed, since the system recognizes dynamic instants studying the spatio-temporal 
properties of the hand’s trajectory (it searches for the maxima in the spatio-temporal 
curvature of the action trajectory), it requires a detailed representation of this curve. In 
other words, it must use an adequate sampling rate to sample this curve. This sampling rate 
varies in a proportional way to the speed at which a given action is performed. Having a 
low sampling rate, it is possible to loose some dynamic instants reducing the performance 
of the whole system. 
In literature it is possible to find also systems attempting to achieve a higher semantic 
level analysis of the human behaviours in the recorded scenes. 
For example, in [54] the authors propose a system performing a hierarchical analysis of 
a video stream. The lowest level analyses the poses of individual body parts including 
head, torso, arms and legs are recognized using individual Bayesian networks (BNs), 
which are then integrated to obtain an overall body pose. The middle level models the 
activity of a single person using a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN). The higher level of 
the hierarchy works on the results of the mid-level layer. Here, the descriptions for each 
person are juxtaposed along a common time line to identify an interaction between two 
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persons. According to the authors, the following nine interaction types are considered in 
this paper: the neutral interactions include (1) approaching each other, (2) departing each 
other, and (3) pointing, and the positive interactions include (4) shaking hands, (5) 
hugging, and (6) standing hand-in-hand, and the negative interactions include (7) 
punching, (8) pushing, and (9) kicking. 
An interesting aspect of this work is the high semantic level of its output. Indeed, 
according to the authors, the human action is automatically represented in terms of verbal 
description according to subject + verb + object syntax, and human interaction is 
represented in terms of cause + effect semantics between the human actions. 
The main drawbacks of this system are: 
 the method used to classify the interaction between two people: indeed this task is 
accomplished using a decision tree. This fact makes this system suitable for 
recognizing a well defined and fixed set of interactions (the nine listed above); 
 as a direct consequence of the previous point, the system is not able to generalize 
the observed behaviours. Hence, it is not able to recognize interactions that do not 
belong to the training set and so, for example, it is not able to recognize actions 
where more than two people are involved. 
 occlusions: the whole hierarchy is based on the principle that the system is able to 
identify the single body parts of the people in the scene. In this way, for example, at 
the middle level it is possible to infer information about the pose of a man. This is a 
critical point because in this kind of systems, there are both self-occlusions and 
mutual occlusions among people. 
Working on the same concept of multi level analysis, where at the lower levels the 
action primitives are recognized and sent at the higher levels to perform a more complex 
analysis,  in [47] the authors propose to use a Stochastic Context Free Grammar (SCFG) to 
obtain a high semantic level analysis of human behaviour. In this work, the authors 
propose a probabilistic approach to the analysis of temporally extended actions 
encompassing also the problem of interactions among moving objects. The system is 
composed of two levels. The first level detects action primitives using standard 
independent probabilistic event detectors to propose candidate detections of low-level 
features. The outputs of these detectors are sent as input stream to the second level. Here a 
stochastic context-free grammar parsing mechanism is used to analyse the stream and 
perform a higher semantic level analysis. The main advantages of this approach are that it 
provides longer range temporal constraints, disambiguates uncertain low-level detections, 
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and allows the inclusion of a priori knowledge about the structure of temporal events in a 
given domain. 
An interesting aspect of this method is the use of the grammar as a convenient means 
for encoding the external knowledge about the problem domain, expressing the expected 
structure of the activity. 
The main limit of this approach is the fact that it uses low-level features detectors that 
are able to model and recognize only a fixed number of action primitives. 
An interesting aspect of the human behaviour and of his communicative capacity is the 
gestural expressiveness. In literature, a large number of works, dealing with the human 
gesture analysis, are present. This problem can be seen as particular case of the human 
behaviour analysis.  
Many video-based methods have been developed for hand [55], arm [56] and full-body 
[57] gesture recognition. These systems can be classified in the following classes 
according to the methodology of analysis that they use: 
 landmark based: these systems detect and track some landmarks such as body parts 
[58], “visual interesting points” [59], “visual cues” [56] or “feature points” [57]. 
 kinematical based: in these systems, movement kinematical parameters related to 
the articulated body motion are first recovered as joint-angle vectors or body-
centred joint locations. Action recognition is then conducted in such kinematical 
parameter spaces [47, 60]. It should be noticed as this kind of representation of the 
human body parts is the same used in many works cited above. 
 template based: these systems represent actions using image information such as 
silhouettes or 3D volumetric reconstruction such as visual hulls. These systems can 
be further divided into two classes according to the method that they use for feature 
extraction and action recognition: 
o holistic approaches [61, 62]: these systems model the entire action as a 
spatio-temporal shape. The recognition task is accomplished comparing this 
model with a set of learnt models using statistical pattern recognition 
techniques such as SVM, LDA. 
o sequential approaches [63, 64]: these systems represent an action as a 
temporal series of key poses. In the training phase, a set of key poses are 
first selected from the gesture set. Each key pose is described by means of a 
features vector often called “pose feature vector”. Action recognition is then 
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achieved through sequential pattern recognition using methods such as 
hidden Markov models (HMM) and/or Bayesian networks.   
Summary 
In this section, an introduction to the problem of human behaviour analysis in video 
streaming has been presented showing an overview of the main works on this topic present 
in literature. 
These works follow a well defined and accepted processing chain as shown in Figure 4. 
This fact introduces a hierarchical decomposition of this problem into various modules 
allowing the researchers for focusing their attention on specific aspects of the problem. 
Following this principle, the object of this thesis is the definition of an innovative 
methodology to implement systems for high semantic level analysis of human behaviour in 
streaming video recorded into the narrow domain. For this reason, this literature overview 
considers only the works falling in the highest level of the processing chain showed in 
Figure 4 (namely human behaviour analysis and recognition). 
These works can be divided into three main classes according to the aspect of the 
problem that they consider (whole scene, whole human body and single body parts).  
This research topic has attracted many researchers in the last years due to the large 
number of potential applications in various fields (surveillance, control, analysis). Despite 
the efforts of scientific community, automatic high semantic level analysis of video 
streaming still remain a problem far to be solved. This is due to the lack of a 
comprehensive and universally valid solution to two problems: semantic and sensory gaps. 
For this reason, in literature it is possible to find many works dealing with specific aspects 
of the problem and providing satisfying solutions in well defined operating conditions.  
One of the most widely accepted assumptions by the works on this topic is the 
processing chain. Indeed, using this processing chain it is possible to decompose the 
general problem (semantic human behaviour analysis) into various aspects. In this way, it 
is possible to face these aspects singularly without considering the whole problem. So, it is 
possible to build hierarchical systems where the output of the module of a given level 
becomes the input for the module at the successive level (see Figure 4).  
As shown in this literature overview this approach has some drawbacks. Indeed, often 
the performances of the higher level modules are affected by the errors done to the lower 
levels. Another open issue to be faced is the definition of an effective representation of the 
observed scene. This representation should reach an adequate level of detail for all the 
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semantic processes to be implemented. On the other hands, it should be as compact as 
possible to avoid problems related to the computational complexity. 
Many works attempt to recognize human activity using statistical approaches and 
searching the query action in a knowledge base composed of a set of recognizable 
activities. This approach can give good results in some scenarios, but it has an intrinsic 
limit: it is not able to recognize actions that do not belong to the knowledge base (and 
hence to the training set used to create it). On the other hand, the idea to define 
“generative” approaches to the human behaviour analysis has been used in various works. 
They attempt to recognize a complex activity using the composition of elementary and 
recognizable actions.  
Recognizing activities is an extremely complicated task at which even humans are often 
less than perfect. The implementation of an automatic system performing this task is an 
open research field. As shown in this chapter, in literature, some works achieving good 
results in recognizing specific human activities are present. But the trend is quite clear: the 
higher is the required semantic level analysis the narrower must be the domain of 
application. 
In this thesis, a methodological approach to implement systems for high semantic 
analysis of video streaming is proposed. The key issues faced by this methodology are: 
 sensory gap: since, as shown above, the errors done at the lower level of the 
processing chain can influence the performance of the semantic analysis, in this 
thesis an innovative method to reduce the sensory gap is proposed. This method 
reduces the problem of occlusions among moving objects using a multi-camera 
approach. The details of this method are shown in chapter 4. 
 model representation: the proposed methodology represents the actions using 
string of symbols. In this way it is possible to obtain a compact representation 
suitable for real time analysis. The details of this method are shown in chapter 5. 
 semantic gap: the proposed methodology works in narrow domains exploiting 
some background knowledge about scene and/or the human behaviour, thus 
narrowing the huge variety of possible behavioural patterns by focusing on a 
specific narrow domain. A linguistic approach based on the definition of a specific 
grammar for each domain is used to obtain a high semantic level analysis of human 
behaviour. The details of this method are shown in chapter 5. 
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 Chapter 4 
Sensor data interpretation for symbolic 
analysis 
This chapter describes an original contribute of this thesis: a method to solve the 
correspondence problem in multi-camera systems without the assumption of epipolar 
geometry. This method is suitable to reduce the sensory gap and the problem of the 
presence of mutual occlusions among moving objects inside a scene. Using this method it 
is possible to improve the performance of the tracking algorithm. The chapter starts with a 
brief problem overview and then it presents a description of the epipolar geometry. Finally 
the proposed solution is described and the final considerations are reported. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
As seen, in the previous chapter, many approaches to human behaviour analysis work 
by studying the trajectories of some relevant points. These systems have good 
performances but they all fail when the motion is perpendicular to the view plane.  
In order to overcome this problem many authors propose to use multi-camera systems 
and in particular binocular systems often in stereoscopic configuration. In these systems 
two or more cameras are used to record the same scene from different points of view. 
Using specific algorithms, it is possible to recover 3D data about the scene analysing the 
various recorded streams. Furthermore this approach helps in reducing the occlusion 
problem in crowding scenes.  
On the other hand, this method requires that the correspondence problem is solved to 
work properly. This problem refers to locate the match for each pixel of one image with a 
pixel in the other, and, hence, the name correspondence problem.  
Figure 5.a shows a schematic representation of the correspondence problem. From a 
geometrical point of view, this problem can be solved using the epipolar geometry.  
In literature various authors use this epipolar geometry to solve the correspondence 
problem. This fact means that they introduce strong constraints on the cameras 
configuration. For example, a widely applied constraint is that the acquisition system 
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produces stereo images [65, 66]. In this case, the images are taken by two cameras with 
parallel optic axes and displaced perpendicular to the axes.  
Using stereo pairs of images it is possible to assume that: stereo pairs are epipolar and 
the epipolar lines are horizontally aligned, i.e., the correspondence points in the two 
images lie along the same scan lines; the objects have continuity in depth; there is a one-to-
one mapping of an image element between the two images (uniqueness); and there is an 
ordering of the matchable points [67].  
From a geometric point of view, the corresponding problem can be successfully solved 
and the methods proposed in literature achieve excellent performance when applied to 
synthetic images. When these methods are applied to real world images, the main issues to 
be solved are: noise and illumination changes as a result of which the feature values for the 
corresponding points in the two images can differ; lack of unique match features in large 
regions; occlusions, and half occlusions. The wider used methods to solve this problem 
are: area based [66], feature based [68], Bayesian network [69], neural networks [67, 70], 
etc. 
The stereo-vision approach and, more in general, the multi-camera approach has been 
applied also to video analysis systems to overcome the occlusion problem and to track 
people/objects using different cameras [71, 72, 73, 74].  
In this thesis, a method to solve the correspondence problem in multi-camera systems 
based on the merge of two approaches (Self Organizing Map (SOM) and feature based 
recognition) is proposed. The novelties of this approach are: the proposed method and the 
ability to work without the assumption of epipolar geometry. Furthermore this method 
does not require a calibration stage (the initial training of the SOM can not be considered 
as a calibration stage). This method is not used to fuse two images into one. It is used to 
find an object into two different images only to handle possible problems of mutual 
occlusions. 
The system must be seen as a stage of the longer processing chain aiming at semantic 
video analysis (see Figure 4). For this reason, the correspondence problem is not solved for 
the whole images but only for few relevant points (the barycentres of moving objects). 
The remaining part of this chapter is so organized: in section 4.2 a brief introduction to 
the epipolar geometry is presented and in section 4.3 (and in its sub-sections) the approach 





4.2 Epipolar geometry 
Considering Figure 5.a, let Ol and OR be the two focal points of the cameras. In real 
cameras, the image plane is actually behind the focal point, and produces a rotated image. 
Here, however, the projection problem is simplified by placing a virtual image plane in 
front of the focal point of each camera to produce an un-rotated image. 
Since the two focal points of the cameras are distinct points into the 3D world, each 
focal point is seen by the other and their projection in the respective image planes are 
called epipoles or epipolar points (eL and eR in Figure 5.a). Both epipoles eL and eR in their 
respective image planes and both focal points OL and OR lie on a single 3D line. 
The left camera sees the line OL–X as a point because it is directly in line with that 
camera's focal point. On the other hand, the right camera sees this line as a line in its image 
plane. The line eR–xR in the right camera is called an epipolar line. For symmetric reasons, 
the line OR–X is seen as a point by the right camera and as epipolar line eL–xL by the left 
camera. 
The points Ol, Or and X define a plane called epipolar plane. All the epipolar lines lie 
on this plane. All epipolar planes and epipolar lines intersect the epipole regardless of 
where X is located. 
If the relative translation and rotation of the two cameras is known, the corresponding 
epipolar geometry leads to two important observations: 
 If the projection point xL is known, then the epipolar line eR–xR is known and the 
point X projects into the right image, on a point xR which must lie on this particular 
            
                                        (a)                                                                                          (b) 
Figure 5 – A schematic representation of the correspondence problem (a) and the epipolar constraint 
(b) 
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epipolar line. In other words, for each point observed in one image the same point 
must be observed in the other image on a known epipolar line. The corresponding 
image points must satisfy this epipolar constraint. This fact can be used as criterion 
to verify if two points really correspond to the same 3D point. Epipolar constraints 
can also be described by the essential matrix between the two cameras. The 
essential matrix is a 3x3 matrix which relates corresponding points in stereo images 
assuming that the cameras satisfy the pinhole camera model. 
 Using the triangulation method, it is possible to know the 3D coordinate of X 
knowing the points xL and xR. 
The epipolar geometry is simplified if the two camera image planes coincide (see Figure 
5.b). In this case, the search is simplified to one dimension (a horizontal line parallel to the 
baseline between the cameras OL-OR). Furthermore, if the location of a point in the left 
image is known, it can be searched for in the right image by searching left of this location 
along the line, and vice versa. 
 
4.3 Proposed System 
 
The proposed system uses two cameras (T1 and T2) installed in an arbitrary way. The 
only constraint is that the scenes recorded by the two cameras must have an overlapping 
zone. The greater is the overlapping zone, the greater is the area where the correspondence 
problem can be solved. 
As shown in Figure 6, the system has a modular architecture. The stream sampled by 
each camera follows the chain: 
motion detection  object detection  feature extraction  correspondence finder 
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Figure 6 - Block diagram of the proposed 
system 
 
4.3.1 Motion and object detection module 
 
The models of the target objects and their motions are considered unknown, so as to 
achieve maximum application independence. In this condition, the most widely adopted 
approach for moving object detection with fixed camera is based on background 
subtraction [75]. The background is estimated using a model evolving frame by frame. The 
moving objects are detected by the difference between the current frame and the 
background model. A good background model should be as close as possible to the real 
background and it should be able to reflect as soon as possible the sudden change in the 
real background. 
According to the taxonomy proposed in [76], the proposed system considers the 
following objects: 
 Moving visual object (MVO): a set of connected pixels moving at a given speed 
 Background is the current model of the real background 
 Ghost: a set of connected pixel detected as “in motion” by the subtraction 
algorithm but not corresponding to any real moving object. 
The proposed system uses these three elements to implement an object oriented motion 
detection algorithm. It uses the knowledge about the segmented objects to dynamically 
improve the background model. In order to classify the object after the blob segmentation 
the following rules are used: 
1) <MVO>  (foreground blob)Λ (large area) Λ (high speed) 
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2) <GHOST>  (foreground blob) Λ (large area) ¬ (high speed) 
4.3.2 Features extraction modules 
 
Once that a MVO is detected, it is described using a Content Based Image Retrieval 
(CBIR) technique. CBIR is the application of computer vision dealing with the problem of 
retrieving a set of relevant images from an image database. These systems work 
implementing the following general scheme: 
Stimuli  Signatures  Distance 
Stimuli are sought as points in some perceptual space [77] while the notion of similarity 
between two stimuli is one of the fundamental concepts of the cognitive theories of 
similarity. For the visualization of the underlying ideas, refer to Figure 7. 
Consider two different images from the semantic point of view. Let Ap be the semantic 
(human centric) space. In this space for each image there is a stimulus. On its basis, it is 
easy for a human being to assess the similarity between two or more images. CBIR 
systems try to emulate this cognitive chain. Such systems associate a signature (As and Bs 
in Figure 7) to each image defining a signature space. By endowing the signature space 
with a distance model it is possible to define an artificial similarity space in which it is 
possible to measure the distance between two or more images (denoted here by Aa-b and 
Ab-a). In many distance models (such as the one utilized in this work) symmetry property is 
assumed to be valid, namely make Aa-b equal to Ab-a. There could be other constructs such 
as, e.g., Tversky’s “contrast model” [78] in which the symmetry requirement is not used. 
Indeed, a central assumption of this model is that the similarity between object A and B is 
a function of the features which are common to A and B (“A and B"), those in A but not in 
B (symbolized as "A-B") and those in B but not in A (denoted by "B-A"). Based on this 
concept and several other assumptions, Tversky postulated the following relationship:  
S(A,B) = xf(A and B) – yf(A-B) – zf(B-A)          (1) 
where S is an interval scale of similarity, f is a function of salience of the various 
features which have been considered, and x, y and z are weights that underline the relations 
among the features of the objects in A and B. 
Following this scheme (in the form of the chain of associations 
stimulisignaturesdistance), several hypotheses have been investigated. In the purely 
psychological approach based on multidimensional representation, an image is represented 
as a point in some highly dimensional space [79]. The location of the point is typically 
determined with the use of some scaling techniques such as e.g. Multidimensional Scaling 
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(MDS) [80]. The MSD leads to a non-metric space. The goal is to find a projection space 
in which the inter-point distance is monotonically related to a human panel response about 
(di-) similarity. In the purely computational approach, a natural scene is represented by 
means of a collection of values (signatures) explicitly derived from the 2-D image 
containing basic low level features. These could be comparable to such features as retinal-
brain sensitivity including shape, colours, and patterns. 
 
 




In this thesis, each MVO is characterized by means of two low level visual features 
(signatures): colour histogram and texture. These features were used in many Content 
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems [24, 81, 82].  
The colour histogram is computed using the Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) colour 
space (Figure 8). This colour space was developed in the late 1970 by computer graphics 
researchers because they recognized that the geometry of the Red Green Blue (RGB) 
model (that is the widest used colour space in all the common electronic colour devices) 
was poorly aligned with the colour-making attributes recognized by human vision.  
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Figure 8 - schematic representation of the HSV colour space 
 
HSV arranges the colours on a cylinder where the hue is an angle (0 to 360) 
representing the pure colour (red, magenta, yellow, etc). The distance to the centre is the 
saturation going from the pure colour (1.0 == fully saturated) to white (0.0 == no 
saturation). The height within the cylinder represents the value or brightness of the colour, 
going from completely bright (1.0) to no brightness (black, 0.0). 
The mathematical transformation from RGB to HSV could be computed using the 
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Where δ = (MAX – MIN), MAX = max(R, G, B), and MIN = min(R, G, B). Note that 
the R, G, B values in the equations are scaled to [0, 1]. In order to confine H within the 
range of [0, 360], H =H + 360, if H < 0. 
Using these equations, the original colour space of each MVO (RGB) is converted into 
HSV colour space and then a histogram composed of 256 bins (16 hue, 4 saturation and 4 
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value levels) is computed. This colour space was preferred to the RGB colour space 
because the former is closer than the latter to the human colour perception scheme [84]. 
Textures can be defined as ‘homogeneous patterns or spatial arrangements of pixels that 
regional intensity or colour alone does not sufficiently describe’ [85]. Among contents 
based features, texture is a fundamental feature which provides significant information for 
image classification, for this reason it has been used in the proposed system. In order to 
describe the texture of each MVO, the approach proposed in [86] has been used. This 
approach is based on using Gabor filters and defining a feature vector composed of 48 
components. Using Gabor filters in texture analysis is a well known method presenting 
good performance as shown in [87, 88]. 
A two dimensional Gabor filter can be seen as a plane wave restricted by a Gaussian 

















           (3) 
Where x  and y are the spreads of the Gaussian and f0 is the spatial frequency of 
harmonic wave. Gabor functions form a complete but non-orthogonal basis set. Expanding 
a signal using this basis provides a localized frequency description. Starting from the 
Gabor function, often called mother Gabor wavelet, it is possible to define a self-similar 
filter dictionary through the appropriate dilatations and rotations of g(x,y). This dictionary 
is used to decompose the input image into sxθ filtered images where s represents the 
number of scales and θ  is the number of orientations. In other words, the input image is 
analysed at s different scales to capture different level of details. At each scale, the image 
is analysed to evaluate the presence of components at θ different orientations. For each 
filtered image two features are extracted: mean value and standard deviation. The so 
obtained feature vector is composed of sxθx2 components. The experiments reported in 
this thesis are based on a feature vector composed of 48 components where s=4 and θ=6. 
Furthermore, for each MVO the bounding box vertex coordinates and the barycentre 
coordinates are computed. 
4.3.3 Correspondence finder module 
 
The main task of this module is to define a mapping among the MVOs present in the 
various frames extracted simultaneously by the two cameras. It works using two different 
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methods to find the matching among MVOs: SOM and the distance among their visual 
features.  
The SOM has been chosen because they have the property of effectively creating 
spatially organized “internal representation” of various features of input signals and their 
signatures. The training stage is unsupervised. At each training step, the node/neuron 
closer (in the Euclidean sense) to the input vector is considered the winner. Its weight 
vector is updated to move it closer to the input vector in the weight space. All the 
neighbouring nodes/neurons are updated in a weighted way.  
The proposed approach is inspired by the work in [67] where the authors propose to use 
a SOM to obtain a dense disparity map between two images. In this thesis, this approach is 
used to define a sort of raw region mapping between the images sampled by the two 
cameras. In this way, the SOM is used to measure the distance between the barycentre of a 
MVO in a frame and all the barycentres of the MVOs in the frame taken by the other 
camera. The time correspondence of two frames taken by the two cameras is assured by the 
acquisition system that labels in real time the frame sampled by each camera with the 
timestamp. Let C1(x’,y’) be the coordinates of the first MVO barycentre in a frame taken 
by one camera. Using the SOM, it is possible to map C1 in the frame taken by the other 
camera obtaining the coordinates C1(x”,y”). In this way it is possible to measure the 
distance between C1(x”,y”) (and hence the MVO1 represented by C1) and all the 
barycentres of the other MVOs in the frame taken by the second camera. The Euclidean 
distance is used to measure the distance among the various MVOs. 
The second method uses the visual features extracted by each MVO to define a mapping 
among the MVOs in the frames taken by the two cameras. For each MVO present in each 
couple of frames sampled simultaneously by the two cameras, the extracted features are 
used to find the correspondence. This module computes the distance among the visual 
features using a weighted normalized Euclidean distance. This kind of distance is used to 
consider the similarity contribute of both the features. In the proposed experiments, the 
weight is equal to 0.5 to give the same relevance to both the features. 
The two methods are merged using a weighted distance function (equation 4). Let X and 
Y be the sets of MVOs in the frame taken by T1 and T2 respectively, let xX be a MVO in 
T1 and yY  a MVO in T2, then the distance between x and y is computed using the 
following function: 
)],()1(),()[1(),(),( 321 yxdyxdyxdyxd             (4) 
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Where d1 is the Euclidean distance between the barycentre of x and y after the SOM 
mapping, d2 and d3 are Euclidean distances applied respectively to colour feature and 
texture feature. α and β are the weights used to merge the proposed methods. 
 
Summary 
In this chapter a new method to perform images fusion in multi-camera systems, by 
identifying the corresponding points in the various images without the assumption of 
epipolar geometry has been presented. 
This method must be seen as a stage of the longer processing chain aiming at semantic 
video analysis. Since it works at the level of the tracking algorithm reducing the problem 
of mutual occlusions among MVOs, it can improve the results obtained by the proposed 
methodology for semantic analysis of video streaming but the latter can work also without 
the former (the semantic analysis module can work also in system using a single camera).  
The proposed method is based on the fusion of two different approaches: SOM and 
CBIRs.  
The SOM is used to create a sort of feature based mapping between some relevant 
points into the two images. It should be noticed that it works only on the background of the 
scenes. In this way, giving the coordinate of a point in an image, it is possible to find its 
coordinates into the other image (with a certain level of approximation). 
The CBIRs based module describes the detected moving objects present into the two 
images using two low level visual features (colours and texture). Using this description, 
this module finds the correspondence among the moving objects present in the two images. 
The system uses both this methods weighting their outputs to find the final list of 
corresponding objects (and their coordinates) into the two frames.  
The ratio behind this approach is to enrich the information in the visual features (those 
used by the CBIR based module) with geometrical information (the output of the SOM). 
Using this method, it is possible to reduce the problem of occlusions in crowding scenes 
and the sensory gap. Indeed, when the system does not find the correspondence between 
some MVOs into the two frames it means that an occlusion condition has been detected. 
These conditions are handled at a higher level of the processing chain by the tracking 
algorithm. 
In literature there are other methods that could be used to perform this task. For 
example, in the framework of CBIR systems an interesting alternative can be the use of 
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salient points. This kind of technique works on local aspects of the images and it finds a 
wide application in CBIR systems [89, 90, 91]. An interesting point is characterized by 
two properties: distinctiveness and invariance. This means that a point should be 
distinguishable from its immediate neighbours and the position as well as the selection of 
the interesting point should be invariant with respect to the expected geometric distortions 
[92]. 
A comparative evaluation between the proposed method and one based on salient points 
has not been carried out because the thesis is focused on the high semantic level analysis of 
video streaming and this module is only functional to the main goal. This approach was 
introduced to build a solid base for the next processes in the computational chain. It is 
possible to change this module in order to implement any methods. This fact does not 







This chapter describes the second and most important original contribution of this thesis 
namely a methodology to implement systems suitable for high semantic level analysis of 
video streaming recorded into a narrow domain. This methodology is independent by the 
method proposed into the previous chapter. Since the latter improves the performance of 
the object tracking algorithm, the former works with or without the latter. This 
methodology can work also using single camera systems. The chapter starts with a brief 




As shown in Figure 4, the semantic analysis of human behaviour is the last stage of a 
complex processing chain.  
This chapter presents the grammar based methodology proposed in this thesis. This 
methodology allows for a hierarchical analysis of the recorded scene. According to the 
level of details used in scene recording, this methodology can provide from a semantic 
analysis of the whole scene till a detailed behaviour analysis of a single person. From this 
perspective, this methodology can be seen as a unifying approach to the three classes of 
methods described in the chapter 3. 
The grammar based approaches, as shown in chapter 3, allow for human behaviour 
recognition and classification. The ability to define dynamically, for example using some 
clustering methods, the classes of the observed scenes is not present in other powerful tools 
used in literature such as the Hidden Markov models (HMM).  
The proposed methodology starts from the idea at the base of the scene interpretation 
systems that try to interpret the scene studying the trajectories of some relevant points of 
the moving objects (their barycentres). The idea behind this kind of approaches is the 
mapping between trajectories and behaviours. The ratio can be synthesized into the 
observation that in order to accomplish a given task one must follow a prefixed series of 
movements. 
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In this thesis, the trajectories are represented by means of string of symbols (the 
alphabet of the domain specific grammar) each one having a semantic value into the 
specific domain. The mapping among symbols and the semantic meaning of areas of the 
scene is done manually at design time. For each domain of application, a grammar is 
defined in order to specify the recognizable sentences of that domain. In this way it is 
possible to define a correspondence between the set of the sentences writable with this 
grammar and the set of allowed actions in the scene.  
Since the mapping among portions of scene and symbols/semantic meanings and the 
grammar are specific for each application, this system belongs to the class of narrow 
domain systems. 
In general, the main drawback of the existing approaches to semantic analysis of the 
human behaviour, even in narrow domains, is inefficiency due to the high computational 
complexity related to the complex models representing the dynamics of the moving objects 
and the patterns of the human behaviours. In this perspective this thesis explores an 
innovative, original approach to human behaviour analysis and understanding by using the 
syntactical symbolic analysis of video streaming described by means of strings of symbols. 
The remaining part of this chapter is so organised: in section 5.2 the key elements of the 
proposed context switching from trajectories to word is presented, an overview of the 
proposed methodology is shown in section 5.3. In 5.4 some relevant aspects about 
grammars and languages are introduced, in section 5.5 the used grammar is shown in 
details and in 5.6 the aspects related to the time are discussed. 
5.2 Switching domains: from trajectories to words 
This approach introduces a domain switching for the problem of trajectories analysis. 
Indeed, by labelling the environment, it is possible to “translate” the geometric data about 
the trajectories into words. In this way, studying the characteristic of a word means to 
study the geometric characteristic of a trajectory. So the geometric analysis becomes a 
linguistic problem.  
From this perspective, the problem changes its appearance. The issue of understanding 
which behaviours (and so which trajectories) are allowed in a given environment become 
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the issue of understanding which words one can write using the symbols (labels) defined 
for that environment. 
This problem can be faced defining a specific grammar for each environment. This 
approach gives a strong flexibility and reliability to the proposed methodology. Indeed, in 
this context, defining a grammar means to define the utilizable rules to write the words 
describing the behaviours. In this way, this methodology inherits one of the most 
interesting characteristics of the language theory: the possibility of defining infinite set of 
words (behaviours) starting from a finite set of symbols (the labels used to describe the 
domain of interest). 
This aspect is very important and represents a significant advantage of the grammar 
based approaches in comparison with other statistic methods (for example the HMM). 
Indeed, also thinking at a method based on a learning process, it is well known that it is 
able to recognize all the behaviours that belonged to the training set. Of course, there is the 
process of generalization, but human behaviour analysis is a complex task. Here, this 
property gives robustness to small changes into the observed behaviours but, for example, 
it does not give to the system the ability to recognize for example a complex behaviour 
composed of the concatenation of two successive behaviours (also if both these behaviours 
belonged to the training set). 
Defining the grammar for a given domain of interest (namely the environment from 
which the scenes are recorded), it is possible to define a set of rules allowing to 
discriminate between words belonging to that grammar (corresponding to the set of 
allowed behaviours) and words do not (corresponding to forbidden behaviours).  
From this point of view, this methodology can be used to implement systems that 
are able to recognize a large number of behaviours and to raise alarms when a given 
behaviour is not recognized.  
Figure 9 stresses the concept of mapping among domains showing the successive 
translations among the three domains under analysis: real world human behaviour, 
trajectory and linguistic. 
Figure 9.a, shows a schematic overview of a real world room. A man is entered from the 
door (the brown rectangle) and he is walking along the perimeter of the room. He stops his 
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walk into a certain position. This corresponds to the behaviour of entering into a room and 
going to a specific position. This representation shows all the positions occupied by the 
man during his walk into a single frame. To highlight his actual position, his shape has 
been drawn darker in the last frame than in the previous frames. 
 
                                
 
Figure 9 - An example of domain conversion. The real world action (a) is "translated" into a curve in 
the domain of the trajectories (b). The trajectory is "translated" into a word into the linguistic domain 
(c) 
This behaviour is projected into the domain of the trajectory as shown in Figure 9.b. 
Here the man is represented by his barycentre (the red points into the figure) and its 
trajectory is represented by a curve intersecting his barycentre in the successive frames. 
This curve in the domain of the trajectory is translated into a word in the linguistic 
domain. This process is represented in Figure 9.c. The floor of the room is virtually divided 
into twelve areas each one labelled using a letter of the English alphabet. The portion of 
the curve falling into a given area is coded using the label of that area. In this way, a 
trajectory is transformed into a word by means of the concatenation of all symbols 
labelling the areas on which the curve lies. Following this processing chain, it is possible 
to obtain a mapping between human behaviours and words.  
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On the other hand, this methodology allows for an improvement in the semantic level of 
the human behaviour analysis. Indeed, at design time, it is possible to create a mapping 
between some symbols and some relevant semantic concepts.  
For example, it is possible to think that the room represented in Figure 9 is a laboratory 
of information science and that a printer is installed in the area labelled with the letter “D”. 
In this perspective, this methodology allows for implementing systems exploiting a 
higher level of semantic analysis of the human behaviours than systems that are only 
able to classify a behaviour as belonging to a known class or not. Indeed, the word 
“ABCD” that is written by the system in the example of Figure 9, it is not only a “correct” 
word (because it is a word that belong to the language defined on the grammar written at 
design time) and thus an allowed behaviour, but it describes the action of “a man who 
enters into the room and goes to the printer”. 
Another aspect to be considered of the proposed methodology is the used model of the 
real world and in particular of the human behaviours. Indeed, this model represents each 
behaviour as a string of symbols (letters of English alphabet). In this way, the recorded 
scenes can be represented by means of strings having a high semantic content. As it is well 
known, the strings are variables easily handled by the modern computers. This approach is 
not affected by the inefficiency due to the high computational complexity related to the 
complex models representing the dynamics of the moving objects and the patterns of the 
human behaviours that are typical of other approaches present in literature. 
Furthermore, since this methodology realizes a mapping between the domains of human 
behaviours and words, storing strings into a database is equivalent to logging human 
actions. So, it is possible to create databases handling simple variables and using all the 
powerful research features of the modern database management systems.  
From this perspective, the proposed methodology allows for the implementation of 
advanced system for semantic video indexing. 
5.3 Overview of the proposed methodology 
Figure 10 shows a schematic overview of the proposed method for human behaviour 
analysis. 
In the bottom left part of the figure, a schematic example of an indoor environment is 
presented. At design time, the environment is virtually divided into a certain number of 
areas and each area is labelled with a symbol (in this thesis, letters of the English alphabet 
have been used). It is possible to define areas of whatever shapes and dimensions.  
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Figure 10 - a schematic overview of the proposed methodology 
 
It is also possible to define areas of different dimensions among them. The only 
constraints are: 
 There are no overlapping areas 
 Each portion of the environment belongs to an area (namely, the partition must 
completely cover the area under analysis) 
This fact allows for a more accurate definition of the areas around some particularly 
relevant points, namely the areas where it is possible to attribute specific semantic 
meanings (see the above example of the printer). 
The dimension of the areas should be coherent with: the scale of observation of the 
environment (hence with the resolution of the video streaming) and with the typical speed 
of the MVOs in the environment under analysis. In other words, the partition should be 
defined in order to obtain a good resolution in the successive stage of string generation. 
This is a critical parameter because if the areas are too small in comparison to the speed of 
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the MVOs, it is possible that a given MVO goes from an area to another without passing 
among all the adjacent areas. In this condition, the parser will not recognize this word and 
it will consider this one as a forbidden behaviour.  
The choice of the correct dimension of each area can be straightaway solved in an 
automatic way, implementing an early learning stage where the system analyzes the mean 
speed of the MVOs. 
Each trajectory should be represented by a string of symbols with at least a symbol for 
each semantic area that it crosses.  
This great flexibility into the partition of the environment and, from a certain 
point of view, the coarse grain at which this methodology analyses the trajectories 
make the system very robust to all the typical problem related to the presence of noise 
into the input data. 
 This consideration derives directly from the process at the base of the double context 
switching from human behaviour to trajectory and from trajectory and word described 
above. Indeed, a human (or whatever portion of interest according to the scale of 
observation of the problem) is represented analysing only a point (his barycentre). The 
position of this point into the room can also be determined with a low level of precision 
because the useful data are not its coordinates but the label of the area that contains it. 
Starting from these considerations, this methodology does not require techniques to 
handle the uncertainty due to the noise into input data.  
As shown in Figure 10, this methodology can take advantage of the multi-camera 
system described in the chapter 4 (but the methodology is applicable also to single camera 
systems). Indeed, having a binocular vision, it is possible to: 
 Improve the precision of the coordinate of the barycentres of moving objects; 
 Alleviate the problem of partial occlusions in crowded scenes. 
The stream sampled by each camera follows the chain: 
motion detection  object detection  feature extraction  correspondence finder 
The output of the correspondence finder module consists of the list of object 
correspondences and their coordinates (Figure 10).  
The tracking algorithm uses a string for each detected moving object, hence, the output 
of the correspondence finder module is used to update these strings (see the module 







Figure 11 – Schematic representation of the process of string generation 
 
The process of strings generation and update is described in the Figure 11. This figure 
shows two possible events that can occur during a scene recording. In Figure 11.a, an 
example of a man moving inside the same area is shown. In this case, no one symbol is 
appended to the end of the string used to track his movements. Figure 11.b shows an 
example of a man moving from one area to another. In this case, the label of the new area 
is added to the string (“D” in the proposed example). 
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From a theoretical point of view, it should be noticed that, using this procedure, it is 
possible to generate any kind of string. On the other hand, the real world phenomenon 
under analysis, (i.e., the motion of a man into a room) has its physical constraints. For 
example, looking at Figure 11.b, for the principle of continuity of motion, when the man is 
in the area “D”, he can not go directly into the area “J”. He should follow a path through 
the area “I” or a longer path through the other neighbourhood areas. Furthermore, it is 
possible that in a real world case there are other constraints. For example, it is possible that 
a desk is positioned in the area “E”. In this case, no one can walk on this area. Other 
possible constraints can be introduced according to the analysed scene. 
Using the proposed methodology, the respect of these constraints has a straightforward 
implementation. Indeed, thanks to the double context switching from real world motion to 
trajectory and from trajectory to string, this methodology allows to face this problem as a 
linguistic one.  
In this context, there is a reliable methodology derived from the language theory to 
evaluate if a given string belongs to a given language (and so it is correct) or not. 
5.4 Grammars and languages 
 
Formal languages are defined with respect to a given alphabet. The alphabet is a finite 
set of symbols, each of which is called a letter. It should be noticed that the terms “letter” 
does not refer to the “ordinary” letters but it refers to any symbols like numbers, digits, and 
words. Each finite sequence of letter is defined string or word. 
Given an alphabet Σ, the set of all strings over Σ is denoted by Σ* (where * is the Kleene 
operator). Notice that no matter what the alphabet is, Σ* is always infinite. Indeed, even for 
an alphabet composed of a single letter (for example the letter a), Σ* contains all the 
combination of this symbol (a, aa, aaa, aaa…). 
A formal language over an alphabet Σ is a subset of Σ*. A language is defined as a 
subset of Σ*. It can be, finite or infinite. Since Σ* is always infinite, given any alphabet Σ, 
the number of formal languages over Σ is infinite. 
In order to specify a language, it is possible to use a generative approach by means of 
the concept of grammar. A grammar could be seen as set of rules which manipulate 
symbols. There are two kinds of symbols: terminal ones, which should be thought of as 
elements of the target language, and non-terminal ones, which are auxiliary symbols that 
facilitate the specification. The non-terminal symbols can be considered as syntactic 
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categories. Similarly, terminal symbols might correspond to letters of some natural 
language, or to words. 
Rules are used to express the internal structure of “phrases”, which should not 
necessarily be viewed as natural language phrases. Rather, they induce an internal structure 
on strings of the language, but this structure can be arbitrary, and should be motivated only 
by the convenience of expressing the required language. A rule is a non-empty sequence of 
symbols, a mixture of terminals and non-terminals, with the only requirement that the first 
element in the sequence be a non-terminal one. 
A grammar is a finite set of rules. Formally, a grammar is defined by a four-tuple G=(V, 
Σ, P, S) , where V is a finite set of non-terminal symbols, Σ is an alphabet of terminal 
symbols, P is a set of rules and S is the start symbol, a distinguished member of V. The 
rules (members of P) are sequences of terminals and non-terminals with a distinguished 
first element which is a non-terminal. 
A well accepted method to represent the rules is the use of expressions like: 
SA  
SAB | a 
In these examples of expressions, the following elements are present:  
 capital letters of the English alphabet: they represent the non-terminal symbols 
 lower case letter of the English alphabet: they represent the terminal symbols 
 The symbol ‘’ that means ‘produce’, it represent the relation that exists between 
various strings of non-terminals and terminals. 
 The symbol ‘|’ that means ‘or’, namely, in this rule, the non-terminal symbol ‘S’ 
can produce or two non-terminal symbols ‘AB’ or the terminal symbol ‘a’. 
A language L over a grammar G is represented by the symbol L(G) and can be 
informally defined as the set of all the possible strings that can be generated by G.  
Noam Chomsky classified grammars into four types now known as the Chomsky 
hierarchy. The difference between these types is that they have increasingly stricter 
production rules and can express fewer formal languages.  
The Chomsky hierarchy defines the following levels: 
 A type-0 grammar (unrestricted grammars) is the set composed of all formal 
grammars. They are able to generate all the languages that can be recognized by a 
Turing machine. These languages are also known as the recursively enumerable 
languages.  
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 Type-1 grammars (context-sensitive grammars): these grammars are able to 
generate the context-sensitive languages. The rules of these grammar are expressed 
in the form αAβαβγ with A a non-terminal and α, β and γ strings of terminals and 
non-terminals. The strings α and β may be empty, but γ must be nonempty. The 
machine that is able to recognize these languages is the linear bounded automaton 
(a nondeterministic Turing machine whose tape is bounded by a constant times the 
length of the input.) 
 Type-2 grammars (context-free grammars): these grammars generate the context-
free languages. These are defined by rules of the form Aγ with A a non-terminal 
and γ a string of terminals and non-terminals. The machine that can recognize these 
languages is the non-deterministic pushdown automaton. Context-free languages 
are the theoretical basis for the syntax of most programming languages. 
 Type-3 grammars (regular grammars) generate the regular languages. Such a 
grammar restricts its rules to a single non-terminal on the left-hand side and a right-
hand side consisting of a single terminal, possibly followed (or preceded, but not 
both in the same grammar) by a single non-terminal. The machine that is able to 
recognize these languages is the finite state automaton. Additionally, this family of 
formal languages can be obtained by regular expressions. Regular languages are 
commonly used to define search patterns and the lexical structure of programming 
languages. 
 












5.5 The grammar used in the proposed methodology 
Using a grammar becomes a cardinal point of the proposed methodology because, as 
shown above, the grammars can be used to decide if a given string belongs to a given 
language or not.  
Thanks to the proposed double context switch, it is possible to represent behaviours 
using strings. Hence, it is possible to model the behaviours allowed into a given 
environment by defining a grammar on the symbols used to label it. This task must be done 
once at design time. At run time, when the system records and interprets a scene, it 
translates the observed trajectories into strings and tests if they belong to the defined 
language or not. If a string does not belong to the defined language, it means that the 
corresponding behaviour does not belong to the set of behaviours considered compatible 
(or acceptable) in that environment. 
The principles used to define a grammar for a given environment can be summarized 
into the following points: 
 Define a virtual partition of the environment under test 
 Attach a label to each element of the partition. These labels will be the non-
terminal symbols of the grammar 
 Assume that the entry point of the environment is the start symbol of the grammar 
 For each labelled area, write the production rules that allow to a moving object to 
go from that area to each allowed adjacent area. 
According to the grammar classification proposed by Chomsky, the grammar used in 
this thesis belongs to the grammar of type 3 namely it is a regular grammar. Indeed, the 
production rules satisfy the conditions of such kind of grammar (a single non-terminal on 
the left-hand side and a right-hand side consisting of a single terminal, possibly followed 
(or preceded, but not both in the same grammar) by a single non-terminal) and overall 
because all finite languages are regular. The proof of this theorem is carried out using the 
principle of induction as shown in [93]. 
The language defined by the proposed grammar can be theoretically composed by a 
large number of words but this number is finite because the time spent by people in a 
giving environment is finite.  
In the following, an example of definition of such a grammar is proposed. 
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 A L F G 
Figure 13 - An example of labelled indoor environment with an entering moving object 
 
Figure 13 shows a schematic view of an indoor environment. In the right side, two 
cameras are represented in order to show the compatibility of this methodology with the 
method to solve the correspondence problem presented in the previous chapter. The 
environment has been partitioned into twelve areas. Each area has been labelled with a 
capital letter of the English alphabet. 
As said above, formally, a grammar is defined by a four-tuple G=(V, Σ, P, S) , where V 
is a finite set of non-terminal symbols, Σ is an alphabet of terminal symbols, P is a set of 
rules and S is the start symbol, a distinguished member of V. 
In this example, the set of non-terminal symbols is: 
V = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L} 
The set of terminal symbols is: 
Σ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l} 
The start symbol is S={A} 
In order to complete the formal definition of the grammar, the set P, namely the set of 
production rules, must be defined. 
For each area, the production rules to be written are those allowing for the moving 
object to move from that area to each allowed adjacent areas. Hence, in this example, 
supposing to implement a quad-connection schema, the rules for the start element “A” are: 
S  A 
A  aB | aF | a 
C 
B E H K 
D I J 
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In this context, using the “|” symbol it is possible to obtain a more compact 
representation of the rules. 
This rule (A  aB | aF) means that a walking man that enters in this environment can 
go or in the area labelled with the symbol “B” or in that labelled with the symbol “F”. The 
lower case “a”, namely the terminal symbol “a”, is written in the string describing the 
motion to record the fact that the man went through the area “A”. 
Just starting from this first rule, it is possible to show a concrete application of the 
proposed methodology: if at run-time, the recording system generates a string containing 
the combination of symbols “ae”, then the moving object is acting a forbidden behaviour 
because this string does not belong to this grammar. 
Figure 14 shows another possible configuration: the man is entered into the area 
labelled with the symbol “B”. 
 
A L F G 
B E H K 
D I J 
C 
Figure 14 - the walking man is in the area "B" 
Starting from this position, in the real world (with the constraint of the quad-connection 
schema), the man has three possible chooses of movements: he can go back into the 
position “A” or he can go forward in position “C” or he can turn left and go in position 
“E”. 
The formal rule of the grammar under definition encompassing these three options is:  
B  bA | bC | bE | b 
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 A L F G 
Figure 15 - the walking man is in the area "E" 
 
 
One of the areas with the greatest number of possible movements is that labelled with 
the symbol “E”. As shown in Figure 15, starting from the area “E”, the man can go in “F” 
or in “H” or in “D” or in “B”. 
The formal rule of the grammar under definition encompassing these four options is:  
E  eH | eD | eB | eF | e 
The complete grammar G=(V, Σ, P, S) for this example can be defined in the following 
way: 
V = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L} 
Σ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l} 
S = {A} 
P is composed of the following rules: 
S  A 
A  aB | aF | a 
B  bA | bC | bE | b 
C  cB | cD | c 
D  dC | dI | dE | d 
E  eH | eD | eB | eF | e 
F  fA | fE | fG | f 
G  gF | gH | gL | g 
C 
B E H K 
D I J 
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H  hG | hI | hE | hK | h 
I  iD | iH | iJ | i 
J  jI | jK | j 
K  kJ | kH | kL | k 
L  lK | lG | l 
Analysing the grammar written for this example, it is possible to make the following 
considerations: 
 On this grammar, it is possible to define the language L(G). This language is 
composed of the set of strings describing all the continuous paths that are possible 
into that environment. Hence, all the continuous trajectories will generate strings 
belonging to L(G). Hence, a system implementing this grammar can be used to find 
discontinuous trajectories. In real world applications, a discontinuous trajectory 
exists when the tracker loses the moving object for an interleave of time. From this 
point of view, this grammar can be used as a system to recover the trajectories 
of moving objects in crowding scenes. 
 Each rule produces either a couple (terminal, non-terminal) symbols or a single 
terminal symbol. This means that this language contains strings ending with any 
symbol xΣ. In the real world, this means that this language contains all the strings 
describing trajectories starting from the area “A” and ending everywhere into the 
room. In order to build a more realistic model of the room in Figure 15 that has 
only a gateway (the door in area “A”), the previous rules can be rewritten in the 
following way: 
S  A 
A  aB | aF | a 
B  bA | bC | bE  
C  cB | cD  
D  dC | dI | dE  
E  eH | eD | eB | eF  
F  fA | fE | fG  
G  gF | gH | gL  
H  hG | hI | hE | hK  
I  iD | iH | iJ  
J  jI | jK  
K  kJ | kH | kL  
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L  lK | lG  
This set of rules describes all the closed trajectories starting from the area “A”. 
Indeed, the only non-terminal symbol that can produce only a terminal symbol is 
“A”. This is a realistic condition in an indoor environment with a single gateway as 
that shown in Figure 15. 
In Figure 16 a more complex indoor scenario is presented. Also in this scenario the 
environment has a single gateway, i.e., the door in the area “A”. The environment has been 
partitioned into twelve areas. Each area has been labelled with a capital letter of the 
English alphabet. In the areas labelled with the symbols “E” and “H” is positioned a desk. 
In this scenario, a walking man can go everywhere except for the areas “E” and “H” due to 
the presence of the desk. 
 
A F G L 
B H K 
E 
Figure 16 - a schematic representation of an indoor environment with a desk in the areas "E" and "H" 
 
Also this scenario can be described with a grammar G=(V, Σ, P, S) where: 
V = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L} 
Σ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l} 
S = {A} 
The set P must contain the production rules allowing for the definition of a language 
L(G) that is able to describe all the possible trajectories into this environment. The start 
symbol and the rule for the entering area “A” are the same of the previous example, 
namely: 
S  A 
C I D J 
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A  aB | aF | a 
Figure 16 shows another possible configuration: the man is entered into the area 
labelled with the symbol “B”. 
This time, starting from this position, in the real world (with the constraint of the quad-
connection schema), the man has only two possible choices of movements: he can go back 
into the position “A” or he can go forward in position “C”. He can not turn left and go in 
position “E” due to the presence of the desk. 
The formal rule of the grammar under definition encompassing these three options is:  
B  bA | bC 
In this way, if at run-time, the recording system generates a string containing the 
combination of symbols “be”, then the moving object is acting a forbidden behaviour (he is 
walking on the desk !!!) because this string does not belong to this grammar. The complete 
set P is composed of the following rules: 
S  A 
A  abs | aft | a 
B  bad | be  
C  cob | cod  
D  do | did 
F  far | fig  
G  go | gal  
I  ad | in  
J  jig | joke  
K  kJ | kill  
L  elk | lag  
 
This set of rules takes in account the presence of a single gateway in the area “A”, so L 
(G) is composed of all the strings describing closed continuous trajectories starting from 
the area “A”. L (G) does not contain strings with the symbols “E” and “F”. From this 
point of view, this grammar can be used both as a system to recover the trajectories 
of moving objects in crowding scenes and as a system that is able to raise alarms 
when forbidden behaviours are recognized. 
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5.6 The proposed methodology and the time 
As shown above, the proposed methodology allows the implementation of systems for 
high level semantic analysis of human behaviour in a given scenario. 
Figure 17 shows an example of a more complex scenario than that analysed in the 
previous examples. This time, the room contains various elements: a printer in area “L”, a 
PC station in “K”, a professor’s desk in area “J” and a plotter in area “C”.  
In this scenario, it is possible to say that the string “alfalfa” means “a man is entered 
into the room, he has taken a print and then he has gone out of the room”. In the same way, 
it is possible to say that the string “afghijihgfa” means “a man is entered into the room, he 
has gone to the professor desk and then he has come back”. 
The proposed methodology allows for attributing a high semantic level description to 
both the events. Nevertheless, a certain level of ambiguity still remains: who was the man 
that went to the printer? Was he a user that took a print or a technician that repaired it? In 
the same way, who was the man that went to professor’s desk? Was he somebody that 
went to the desk to take a document or the professor that went to his desk to work? 
 
A F G L 
E H K 
B 
C I J D 
Figure 17 - an example of complex indoor scenario 
 
Since this methodology is suitable for systems working in the narrow domain, a 
possible answer to these questions could result from the analysis of another parameter: the 
time. 
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 Supposing that the room in Figure 17 is a laboratory of a University, it is possible to 
add more knowledge to the model. For example, in the first example, if somebody goes to 
the printer to take a print, there is a high probability that this task is executed in few time. 
Vice versa, if a technician does a work of maintenance of the printer, there is a high 
probability that this task requires more time than the previous one.  
The time plays a fundamental role also in the second scenario. If the man arrives in “J” 
and stays there for a while, it is very probable that he is the professor. Vice versa, it is 
probable that he is an assistant taking a document from the professor’s desk. 
The proposed methodology uses a system for string generation (described in Figure 11) 
that does not take into account the time of permanence of a moving object in a given area. 
Indeed, as stated above, in the scenario represented in Figure 11.a, where the walking man 
is moving inside the same area, the system does not produce any symbol. Nevertheless, as 
further proof of the flexibility of the proposed methodology, in the following a 
methodology to handle the time is proposed. 
Thanks to the modularity of the proposed approach, the only module to modify in order 
to take into account the time is the trajectory encoder (see Figure 10). Indeed this module 
evaluates the coordinates of a given moving object. If these coordinates belong to the same 
area of the previous recorded point, the system does not generate any symbol. Vice versa, 
if the coordinates belong to a new area, the system generates the symbol corresponding to 
its label. 
From this perspective, it is possible to say that the trajectory encoder has an event 
driven behaviour because it generates symbols when a new event (namely a change of 
area) is recognized. 
In order to consider the time, the trajectory encoder must have a time driven 
behaviour. In this configuration, it generates a symbol ever T seconds. The value of T is a 
constant for the system and it must be chosen at design time according to the dynamic of 
the analysed environment. 
A little value of T makes the system more reactive to the rapid changes. In other words, 
using a small T, it is possible to analyse the behaviour of human beings that are moving in 
a fast way. An example of real world environment where these kinds of behaviours are 
common can be the corridor of an airport or of a subway station. In these scenarios, 
typically the people go from a point to another of the scene as quick as possible. 
Using a big value of T, the system updates the positions of the tracked people more 
slowly. In this way, it is possible to analyse the behaviour of people moving very slowly or 
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staying in a fixed position for a while. Some examples of real world environments where 
these kinds of behaviours are common can be: a waiting room, the queue in some offices, 
the stands in the football stadium.  
A small value of T forces the trajectory encoder to generate a long word to describe a 
behaviour while a big value of T gives short words. The choice of the correct value of T for 
a given environment must be carried out analysing at design time the specificity of the 
environment where the system will work. On the other hand, this parameter is not too 
critical from a computational point of view, because, thanks to the kind of grammar used to 
generate the language describing the behaviours, the string analysis process has a linear 
time complexity. 
Thanks to this switching of the trajectory encoder from event driven to time driven, it is 
possible to resolve, at certain extent, the examples of ambiguities highlighted in the 
environment of Figure 17. 
Indeed, the behaviour of “a man is entered into the room, he has taken a print and then 
he has gone out of the room” will generate a string similar to: “afglgfa” while the 
behaviour of a technician repairing the printer can be described by: “afgllllllllllllgfa”. 
In the same way, the assistant that goes and takes a document from the desk of the 
professor generates the following word: “afghijihgfa” while the professor that goes and 
works to his desk can generate a string like “afghijjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjihgfa”. 
Hence, introducing the concept of succession of the same symbol into a string and 
generating new symbols in time driven modality, it is possible to consider the time 
using the proposed methodology. 
The grammar used to generate the language describing the allowed behaviour in the 
environment shown in Figure 17 can be the following: 
G=(V, Σ, P, S) where: 
V = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L} 
Σ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l} 
S = {A} 
The terminal and the non-terminal symbols sets and the start symbol remain the same of 
the previous example because the environment has been partitioned and labelled in the 
same way. The production rule set becomes: 
1. S  A 
2. A  aF | aA | a 
3. C  cD | cC 
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4. D  dC | dI | dD 
5. F  fA | fG | fF 
6. G  gF | gL | gH | gG 
7. H  hK | hG | hI | hH 
8. I  iD | iJ | iH | iI 
9. J  jI | jK | jJ 
10. K  kJ | kL | kH | kK 
11. L  lK | lG | lL 
These rules take into account the fact that the trajectory encoder can generate two or 
more consecutive times the same symbol. Figure 18 shows an example of trajectory for a 
man who goes from the area “H” to “D” staying for 2xT in the area “I”. The movements 
are analysed into the following instants of time: 
T0 the man is in the area “H”. 
T1 = T0 + T the man has gone from “H” to “I” 
T2 = T0 + 2*T the man has walked between two points of the area “I”  
T3 = T0 + 3*T the man has gone from the area “I” to that “D” 
As the figure shows, at the time T0 the man is in the area “H”. At T1 the man is arrived 
in the area “I” starting from “H”. This event is recognized and, using the third option of the 
rule number 7 of the grammar (see the above list), the trajectory encoder writes the 
symbols “hI” into the string that describes the motion of this man. It should be noticed that 
“h” is a terminal symbol while “I” is a non terminal one. At T2 the man is in a position 
different from that in T1 but belonging to the same area “I”. Also this event is recognized 
and the trajectory encoder writes the symbols “iI” using the fourth option of the rule 8. 
Finally, at T2 he arrives in “D”. This time the trajectory encoder writes the symbols “iD” 
using the first option of the rule 8. At this time the string describing this piece of trajectory 
is “hiiD” where “h” and “ii” are terminal symbols and “D” is a non terminal one. 
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 A L F G 
E H K 
Figure 18 - An example of man moving into the room and staying in the same area for 2xT seconds 
 
Using this grammar, it is possible to write strings describing all the allowed behaviours 
in this environment. Since forbidden behaviours (such as “going on the desk) are not 
described by any rules, this grammar can be used to generate alarms when it recognizes a 
string that does not belong to the language L(G). Furthermore, the strings written by the 
trajectory encoder module are stored into a database that can become the knowledge base 
of an expert system that is able to perform various tasks such as semantic behaviour 
classification and video indexing. 
 
5.7 Hierarchical scene analysis 
The proposed methodology allows for creating complex systems to perform a 
hierarchical analysis of the scenes. Indeed, it allows for performing a hierarchical analysis 
of the recorded scenes defining a different grammar for each level. At the higher level, the 
behaviour of the human beings moving in the scene is analysed studying their motion 
parameters (the trajectory that they are following). This process is shown in the left part of 
Figure 19 and has been described in the previous sections. According to the classification 
proposed in the related works section, this approach can be considered as belonging to the 
“scene analysis” class. In this way it is possible to have an analysis of scenario considering 
the moving objects. At the lowest level, the system can produce a detailed analysis of the 
action taken by each single human being in the scene.  
C 
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As shown in Figure 19, some areas of particular semantic interest can be partitioned in a 
more detailed way. Defining a specific grammar for this area, it is possible to obtain a 
more detailed semantic analysis of the actions performed in it. At the finest level of detail, 
this approach can be used in the context of gesture analysis (see the right part of Figure 
19). From this perspective this system can be considered as belonging to the class of 
human recognition systems. 
According to the complexity of the task, between these two levels, it is possible to 
define as many intermediate levels as they are necessary. This hierarchical analysis can 
exploit the full potentiality of the modern video surveillance systems where there is a fixed 
camera of scenario and one or more moving cameras that can focus their attention on some 
areas of interest. In this application, the first level of the proposed hierarchy is applied to 




























Figure 19 - An example of hierarchical decomposition of the scene 
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 Summary 
In this chapter, the proposed methodology for semantic analysis of video streaming has 
been presented. This methodology can be seen as a unifying approach encompassing the 
three main approaches to human behaviour analysis existing in literature (scene 
interpretation, human recognition and action primitive and grammars). Indeed, this 
methodology allows for a hierarchical analysis of the recorded scene. According to the 
used level of detail in scene recording, this methodology can provide from a semantic 
analysis of the whole scene till a detailed behaviour analysis of a single person. 
This methodology is designed for systems belonging to a narrow domain. The 
knowledge about the domain is expressed by means of the labelling process. This is a key 
process enabling the double context-switch from human behaviours to trajectories and 
from trajectories to strings. In this way, this methodology faces the problem of semantic 
analysis of human behaviour as a linguistic problem. 
The language composed of all the words corresponding to allowed human behaviours is 
obtained using a generative process defining a specific grammar for each domain. This is 
an interesting aspect of the proposed methodology that overcomes the issues related to the 
heavy learning process used by other methods. 
The trajectory encoder describes all the possible trajectories using the label of the 
various areas. In this way it is possible to describe complex trajectories such for example 
zigzag and backward motions. It will be the expert system (Figure 10) that will be able to 
answer to query about the presence of such kind of trajectories. 
The proposed methodology can be used in the implementation of advanced systems for: 
video surveillance, semantic video indexing, control applications, etc. 
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 Chapter 6 
Evaluation of the proposed methodology 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a discussion about the possible applications of this methodology is 
proposed. Furthermore, the experimental results obtained applying this methodology to a 
surveillance systems are shown. Also the proposed solution to the correspondence problem 
has been tested and the obtained results are shown in this chapter. 
6.2 Possible applications of the proposed methodology 
The proposed methodology is suitable for the design and implementation of systems for 
semantic analysis of human behaviour in streaming video. Such kinds of systems have a 
great number of possible applications in various fields: 
 Control systems. In this framework, the proposed methodology allows for the 
 
Figure 20 - application to control systems 
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implementation of advanced human-computer interfaces. According to the specific 
application, the system will focus on the tracking of some relevant body parts (e.g., 
hands, head, feet). The recorded scene can be partitioned and labelled as shown in 
Figure 20. Since the trajectory encoder is time driven, it is possible to write a word 
for the trajectory of each body part without the problem of synchronization. Using a 
grammar it is possible to define the possible trajectories for each body part. 
Analysing the produced strings it is possible to infer the pose of the subject (in the 
example of Figure 20 “man with raised right hand”. 
 Analysis systems. Applying the same method shown for the control system, it is 
possible to study also the pose of athletes during their performance. Using a 
specific grammar, it is possible to write the words corresponding to perfect 
exercises. In this way, it is possible to implement systems suitable for the processes 
of training and evaluation of the athletes’ performances. 
 Surveillance systems. As shown in the previous chapter, using the proposed 
methodology it is possible to design and implement systems for high semantic level 
 
Figure 21 - a screenshot of the monitored room 
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analysis of human behaviours. Hence, it is possible to implement video surveillance 
systems that are able to recognize the behaviours of the monitored people and raise 
alarms when forbidden behaviours are recognized. 
 
6.3 An example of application: video surveillance system 
To show the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, a demonstrative video 
surveillance system has been implemented and applied to a real indoor environment with 
valuable results. This system has been used also to evaluate the performance of the 
proposed solution to the correspondence problem in multi-camera systems. 
 
Figure 22 – an example of the area partition and mapping 
The system was tested carrying out numerous experiments in a set of indoor 
environments of our Faculty. In this thesis, the tests carried out in a single room of our 
Faculty are reported to show how the system works and its potentiality. A comparative 
evaluation with other systems present in literature is quite difficult due to the lack of a 
common accepted testbed database. The proposed system can work also in outdoor 
environments. In this case, only the used motion detection algorithm should be changed 
(for example using one modelling the background as a Gaussian mixture [18]). 
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A screenshot of the monitored room is shown in Figure 21. 
The room was virtually divided into a partition as shown in Figure 22. In this example, 
the red areas (namely the area labelled “C”, “E”, “I”, “K”, “J”) are forbidden. In the areas 
“B” and “F” there are two PC stations. The area “G” is in front of the professor’s desk. The 
area “A” is the gateway of the room while areas “D”, “H” and “L” are areas where it is 
possible to walk. 
Using these labels, it is possible to associate semantic meaning to each of them and also 
to their combinations. For example, if the trajectory encoder produces a string with a large 
number of contiguous “G”, there is a high probability that someone is speaking with the 
professor. In the same way, strings with large numbers of contiguous “F” or “B” mean that 
somebody is working on the PC in the area “B” of “F”. 
The grammar used to generate the language describing the allowed behaviour in the 
environment shown in Figure 22 can be the following: 
G=(V, Σ, P, S) where: 
V = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L} 
Σ = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l} 
S = {A} 
The production rules are: 
 
1. S  A 
2. A  aB | aD | aL | aA | a 
3. B  bA | bB 
4. D  dA | dH |dD 
5. F  fH | fG | fF 
6. G  gF | gH | gG 
7. H  hD | hF | hG | hL | hH 
8. L  lH | lA | lL 
 
 
The language L(G) is composed of all the words describing human behaviours 
considered “normal” at design time. These rules allow behaviours like: walking in the 
room with whatever trajectory, going to some working stations and staying there for a 
while and do on. 
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By the other hands, they do not allow other behaviour such as: going on the desks, or 
 
                               ‘a’                                                          ‘aa’ 
 
                           ‘aad’                                                         ‘aadh’  
 
                            ‘aadhg’                                                      ‘aadhgl’ 
Figure 23 - An example of output of the trajectory encoder. For each analysed frame, the label 
of the area containing the barycentre of the man is appended to the string. All these strings are 
recognized by the grammar G and so no alarms are raised. 
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climbing on walls. Particular attention requires the area “C”. This area comprises a set of 
PC positioned on a cabinet. These PCs belong to a cluster of workstation. Typically these 
PCs are managed by remote stations. The only rare operations of ordinary administration 
can be: power on, insert a DVD, etc. To avoid that the system raises alarms during these 
operations, the area “C” was sized in a specific manner. In particular, its size was defined 
in such a way that during the normal operations, only the user’s arms enter in this area. In 
this way, the barycentre of the user still remains in the area “B” without alarms. 
Figure 23 shows an example of the output of the trajectory encoder. In this figure, six 
frames of a video of a walking man are shown. In this sequence, the man enters the door 
(area “A”), walks into the room (areas “DH”) and arrives to the area “G”. Then he comes 
back. Under each frame the output of the trajectory encoder module is shown. 
Since in this sequence the trajectory encoder writes a word belonging to L(G), the 
system does not raise alarms. 
Figure 24 shows a situation where a man has a forbidden behaviour (he goes over a 
desk). In the first frame, he enters in the area “A”, so the trajectory encoder creates a void 
string and appends the first symbol “a”. In the second frame, he is moving in the room but 
he is still in area “A”, so again the encoder appends a symbol “a” to the string describing 
the trajectory of this man.  
Till now, the system does not raise alarms because the string “aa”, describing the 
trajectory of the man, belongs to the language L(G). Indeed, it can be produced by 
applying two consecutive times the production rule number 2. 
In the third frame, the man jumps over the desk and his barycentre is in the area “J”. 
This time the trajectory encoder appends the symbol “j” to the string. Now the string 
becomes “aaj”. This string does not belong to the language L(G) because there is no one 
combination of production rules allowing for writing it. 
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                               ‘a’                                                          ‘aa’ 
 
‘aaj’ 
Figure 24 - An example of output of the trajectory encoder. For each analysed frame, the label 
of the area containing the barycentre of the man is appended to the string. Some of these 




6.4 Test of the proposed solution to the correspondence problem 
Some experiments have been carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 
solution to the correspondence problem in multi-camera systems. They have been carried 
out in the same room of the previous ones using an additional camera as shown in the 
schema in Figure 25.  
T1 and T2 are the two used cameras. They are installed at a distance of about three 
meters from the ground plane. In these experiments two Axis 210 network cameras were 
used. These cameras are able to sample up to 30 frames per second but in these 
experiments only 15 frames per second were used. This because a higher frame rate does 
not introduce more details in the correspondence problem process. Indeed, using more than 
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15 frames per second the differences between two successive frames sampled by the same 
camera are negligible. 
The SOM is trained using various manually selected relevant points of objects present 
in the frames sampled by both the cameras. The system was developed using the Matlab® 
environment. The proposed results are obtained using a SOM with 300 nodes. 
In all the experiments both α and β are set to 0.5. In this way both colour and texture 
features and SOM and feature based method are considered with the same relevance. An 










Figure 25 - a schematic view of the experiment setup. T1 and T2 are the 
In order to test the system, various sequences were sampled where one or more people 
are moving in the room. Figure 26 shows an example of the obtained results. In the first 
column there are the frames as they are sampled by the cameras. The recorded scenes are 
quite complex because both cameras see partial occlusions. Indeed, there is a desk 
occluding the low part of the walking people. Furthermore there are various “dynamic” 
occlusions namely occlusions due to the overlap of walking people (this kind of occlusions 
is typical of crowded scenes). In particular, the first column of figure 3 shows a frame 
where two people are walking without “dynamic” occlusions. 
The second column shows the output of the proposed object detection algorithm applied 
to both the cameras.  
The third column shows the results obtained by the proposed solution to the 
correspondence problem applied to these frames. The corresponding moving objects into 
the two frames are coloured using the same colour.  
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Figure 26 - An example of the obtained results. Starting from the left column: source frames, object 
detection algorithm output, found object correspondences. The corresponding moving objects into the two 
frames are colored using the same colour. 
Table I shows some statistics about the mean results obtained by analysing ten videos 
where various people are walking into the room. This table shows the obtained recall and 
the percentage of detected false matching for videos where there were respectively one 
person, two and three people walking. The obtained results highlight the effects of 
occlusion on the proposed system. Indeed, when there is a person walking in the room, the 
recall is 94% and the false matches are 4%. These values are due to the static partial 
occlusions due to the presence of the desk in the scene. When there are two and three 
people walking in the room, dynamic occlusions have a clear effect on the performance of 
the proposed system. Indeed the recall decreases to 72% for two people and 77% for three 
people while the percentage of false matching increases to 24% and 28% for two and three 
people walking respectively. These results highlight the robustness of the system to this 
kind of occlusions. Indeed the recall and false matching remain almost constant in the 
experiments with two and three people walking.  
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1 2 3 
Recall 
(%) 94 72 77 
% false 
match 4 24 28 
 
Summary 
In this chapter a discussion about the possible applications of this methodology and the 
proposed experiments have been reported. 
The proposed methodology has a great flexibility. It can be used to describe the actions 
at various levels of detail. In this way it is possible to implement specific applications in 
the field of: control, analysis and surveillance systems. 
For example, in the proposed test application, the methodology has been applied to 
implement a surveillance system. It can describe the actions of a human being specifying 
where he went and how long he was in each position. It should be noticed the high 
semantic level of the action analysis, indeed the system consider positions as “semantic 
places”. So, considering Figure 22, when the system recognizes that a human being stays 
for a given period of time in the position “G”, it is possible to say that automatically that “a 
human being stays for a given period in front of professor desk” 
This level of details is more than sufficient for the most parts of the video surveillance 
applications but thanks to the hierarchical approach proposed in this methodology, it is 
possible to implement a further level of detail where the actions performed in some 
relevant areas are described. For example, focusing the attention on the area “G” of Figure 
22 (the area in front of the professor’s desk), it is possible to describe the gesture of the 
people in that area applying the same methodology. In this way it is possible to implement 
hierarchical systems having a different level of detail for each level of the hierarchy. 
In this chapter has been reported also the results of some experiments carried out to 
evaluate the performance of the proposed solution to the correspondence problem. 
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It is difficult to compare the obtained performance with other works in literature. 
Indeed, in literature there are two main classes of works dealing with the correspondence 
problem: 
1. works aiming to solve the problem for all the points of the images. These works try 
to obtain a dense disparity map and they evaluate the performance analyzing the 
percentage of correctly mapped pixels.  
2. works using the multi-camera vision in video analysis applications (i.e. video 
surveillance systems). These works do not give too emphasis to the correspondence 
problem in the performance evaluation sections. 
Starting from these considerations, in Table 1 the obtained results are presented in terms 
of recall and percentage of false matching because these parameters can give to the reader 






In this thesis an innovative methodology to implement systems for high semantic level 
analysis in the narrow domain has been presented. 
The methodology proposes a double context switch. The first one is from human motion 
to barycentre trajectory and is a well known and accepted method in literature. The second 
one is an original contribute of this thesis and is from trajectory to word. It is based on the 
domain of application of this methodology, namely the narrow domain. The external 
knowledge is introduced into the system by labelling with a set of symbols the various 
areas in which the scene is partitioned. The trajectory encoder produces a word for each 
trajectory. The portion of the trajectory falling into a given area is coded using the label of 
that area. In this way, a trajectory is transformed into a word by means of the concatenation 
of all symbols labelling the areas on which the curve lies. Furthermore, since the trajectory 
encoder has a time driven behaviour, this methodology is able to handle the issues related 
to the different execution times of the actions. 
Since in the narrow domain it is possible to attrib a semantic value at each area and thus 
at each symbol, using this methodology it is possible to achieve a high semantic level 
description of the recorded scene. 
This methodology uses a robust approach to the problem of strings/words recognition. 
Once that the environment has been labelled, a grammar on the set of symbols used to 
label the scene is defined. The production rules set of this grammar contains the rules to 
describe all the allowed behaviours in a given scenario. Using this grammar it is possible to 
define a language composed of the set of recognizable words (and thus the allowed 
behaviours). 
This methodology allows for implementing hierarchical analysis of the scenes defining 
a different grammar for each level. At the higher level, the behaviour of the human beings 
moving in the scene are analysed studying their motion parameters (the trajectory that they 
are following). In this way it is possible to have an analysis of scenario considering the 
moving objects and their interactions. At the lowest level, the system can produce a 
detailed analysis of the action taken by each single human being in the scene. According to 
the complexity of the task, between these two levels, it is possible to define as many 
intermediate levels as they are necessary. This hierarchical analysis can exploit the full 
potentiality of the modern video surveillance systems where there is a fixed camera of 
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scenario and one or more moving cameras that can focus their attention on some areas of 
interest. In this application, the first level of the proposed hierarchy is applied to the 
camera of scenario and the second to the moving cameras. 
From this point of view, this methodology can be seen as a unifying approach 
encompassing the three main approaches to human behaviour analysis existing in literature 
(scene interpretation, human recognition and action primitive and grammars).  
Another element of innovation of this methodology is the method used for human 
behaviour description and recognition. Indeed, this methodology proposes a generative 
approach to human behaviour recognition. Defining a specific grammar G for a given 
domain, the system uses its rules to describe a human behaviour writing a word. The 
system is able to recognize all the behaviours that can be described using a word belonging 
to the language defined on the grammar G. This is a strong improvement in comparison to 
many works in literature that are able to recognize only a finite set of actions learnt in a 
training stage. 
This thesis gives also an original contribute to two relevant issues in this research field: 
sensory gap and partial occlusions proposing a novel solution to the correspondence 
problem in multi camera systems. This solution is based on the fusion of two approaches: 
SOM and CBIRs. The SOM is used to create a sort of feature based mapping between 
some relevant points into the two images while the CBIRs based module describes the 
detected moving objects present into the two images using two low level visual features 
(colours and texture). Using this description, this module finds the correspondence among 




The proposed methodology allows for a hierarchical analysis of the recorded scene. 
According to the abstraction level of details used in scene recording, this methodology can 
provide from a semantic analysis of the whole scene till a detailed behaviour analysis of a 
single person. This architecture has great potentialities but much work is to be done in the 
definition of the various levels. 
In particular, in future works the aspects related to the interactions among human beings 
can be further analysed. Since the trajectory encoder is time driven, it is possible to 
maintain a good level of synchronization among the strings describing the behaviours of 
the various people in the scene. This fact can be the basis for the design of grammars on 
which to define languages describing various interactions among human beings.   
Another aspect to be further investigated is the use of this methodology to implement 
systems for high semantic level video indexing. The strings produced by the trajectory 
encoder are stored into a database (see Figure 10) called “action log”. Searching for a 
given string into this database means searching for a given behaviour. From this point of 
view, it is possible to apply techniques of clustering of words on this database to produce a 
more in depth comprehension of the observed behaviours. This database contains data 
characterized by a high semantic value, but it requires an advanced human interface that 
should be able to exploit all the system potentiality. 
A limit of the systems implementing the proposed methodology is the fact that they are 
view dependent. Indeed, the partitioning and labelling of the scene is referred to the camera 
view. In future works, a solution to this problem can be searched in the framework of the 
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